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High-tech opportunitie~ '
good, others q.u estionable

..,

tor of a leaner hiring season.
Edi•"'· i n..o.;,.r
International Business Machines
According to Samuel Hall . any (IBM) hired· around 40 graduating
graduating senior at Howard with a de- Howard students last year. According
gree in electrical or mechanical engi- to Hall. IBM must have offered more
neering and a 3.0 grade point average than 50 entry-level positions in order
has an ··excellent chance·· of landing a to get the 40 graduates who accepted.
career related full -time job.
This year Hall says IBM will only hire
However, Hall, the director of Ho- around 20 graduates.
'
ward's Career Planning andPJacemnt
In years past, high-tech finns such
Center for the past 15 years, says that as IBM ha\'C done well with Howard
the outlook on career related jobs for graduatc:s and , base d on IBM's
students majoring in fields outside of lh recruiting activites this year, Hall can
high-tech industry are not as op1imistic tell that ·'things are off ...
this year.
Hall cited another firm, -Abbot
Although the Office of Ca reer Laboratories, a major phannaceutical
Planning and Placement will not supplier based in New Jersey, as a
know exactly where the graduating further indication of an off year for
class of 1985 will be ernployed ne't hiring . According to Hall . Abbot .
year-the office·s year-end survey is who hired 125 college graduates
not yet completed-one high-tech throughout che country las1year. will
firm that hires Howard ,graduates with not hire any this year.
engineering. liberal arts . as well as
The major factor determining the
business degrees. serves as an indi(·a- number of recent college graduates

By Henry Boyd Hall

'(

~~
\

that a given firm will employ is the
economy , according to Hall . "'Co111panies don ' t hire unless they know
how well their products will sell ,"
Hall said . ·• tf earnings are ot·r they "'
will not hire any people .·· Hall added
that the recent talk of a possible recession next year is having a negat i\'e
effect on job offers this year.
In addition to mechanical a11d
electrical engineering. other highly
recruited majors are computer si..· i ~
ence , finance, computer-based in fonnation systems, and accounting.
although the demand for Accounting
niajors is not as high as it was a few
years ago. Hall said .
While the most highly recruited
majors are from Howard 's engineering and business schools, the bes t
sales and 1narketing recruits are those
with liberal arts degrees. According
S<

JOB MARKET page 10

Foreign students consider
options here and abroad
By Carmel Bullard
H•

11
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While many of HowarJ' s gradu ates will seek careers
in corporate
•
A111erica and govem1nent or move on
to graduate sc hool . foreign studenl s
must decide whether they will ex-

America . Alghali was ovew hel111ed
Joh n Jabel Pron1 fron1 Ga111bia
b f I
by the cultural diff"erences. Ul ee s West Africa wants tQ s1udy medici11e.
.
d now . As a resu It or be - He maJ·ored in Zoology and will continvery adJuste
ing at Howard she ree Is that she can ue his graduate work in that field . Pron1
· any part o f the wor Id an d fit1 feels a relentless compulsipn to return
·· I'1ve 1n
in ."
home to give his contribution . H ~
Henry Loe is a zoology major from praised the '' high academic standards· ·
the Cameroon . It is significant that l _at Howard and said that he
1net Loe on the stairwa)" that connects
See GRADUAlC.S page IO
the Undergraduate and Graduate Ii braries. Although he is graduating
this weekend, Loe has already begun
to work on his graduate degree . He
envisions himself becoming involved
in the political processes of his coun·
try someday . Loe 's uncle is the govemor of a province in the Cameroon.
Loe says that there is a lot to learn at
Howard but admits, ' 'I can't really
say that I enjoyed myself.··
Felix Obamogie from Nigeria studied architecture . H,e described his experiences at Howard as • · ni,·e,
good .·· O!Jamogie was sati sfied with
the acaderhics. but he ··does not like
the registration process .·· He is still ·
Shawneegua Scott
undecided about graduate school, but
knows for sure that he wants to return
home ,

tend their stay in America or return ((\
their home countries .
Pamela Worrell , a broadca.;;t jour•
nalism major from West London.
England wants to remain here . She
said that sh'e prefers the United States
Graduating tod~y, Howard University students Duane A. Dilworth and Jacquelyn M. · Brewer, center, receive to England because ··opportunities
. congratulations from fellow students after earning BS/DDS and BSfMD degrees, respei::tively, in only six years. Brew.er are much greater here for Blacks.''
She fCels comfortbale and plans
is the ,'op·r.ankil g graduate in the 1985 medical class.
•
to work for about a year' then go on 10
graduate school to st udy busi_ne ss.
Tamu Alghali. an economics ma jor from Sierra Leone has a special
advantage . Alghali is a permanent
resident . But she wants to return
Ji)· H nr) Dll\'all
eight years through an accelcra1ed year preprofessional programs must
, 1,..._. , ,,,..1 +'1'"!'
progra111 1·or highly 111<1tiv ;1te(l. rank in the top 5 percent of their high - home eventually. In the n1eantime ·
A~ tl1e 1,,pri11p r1(e c1f gr;.1dl1;1ti{>n
acaden1ically <lulstanding s1udcn1!'.".
sc hool graduating class and have a she hopes to get a job with a finan cial
ins'titutio.n. until s he begins· her
lil oss<1111., (ln 1c11llegc: ca1n 1)u~es
Whil~ in high school. Brewe·r ~a~s combined Scholastic Aptitude Test
graduate work in busi ness or finance
_' 11<1liOn\i.'l(IC. I {o~\ .1rtl Llr1i\•ersi1y 1985 she learned of· Ht1ward ' s ai..·celer:Jt~<l score of at least 1200.
next Spring . Alghali sees Howard as
Along with high academic credengraduate J.i t·4L1fl~11 f\1 Brewer hcts BS /MD progran1 fru111 a visiting
one giant ·'cultural melting pot...
reason Ill lil· j.'l 11eJ --d uubl)'. e'{ - recrui ter The idea of earning a med.i- tials. maturity is a chief personal with a diverse curriculum . At Hol·11ed.
ca l degree in j ust six. years ··seen1ed characteristic required of candidates ward, ·•you learn to get along with
'fhe 24 -)e <lr (llll Ri,·h111und . V:1. 'too good to be 1rue ." she ~tresses. for the BS/MD and BS/DDS pro- ot.h ers .' ' When sht: fi_rst came lo
nati\•e is 1hc ll) r:1r1king gr:1d u<1te in noting th<1t she had decided on a care- grams, which are based in the Center
Howard's 111cdi ·al ~· las~ a11d pt:1n~ !(J er in 111edic:inc wher1 she v.•as in the for Preprofessional Education in Hohe r.:iJ1nc <1 Ju11· hri<le. r1 1 ~1rr)• ing ;1 10th grade .
ward's College of Liberal Arts .
··study hutl<l>·" \vl111 prtJpt1~ell to her
Dilworth . a 23-year-old St . Loui s
In addition to the BS/MD and BS/
tn their fre .. t11111 r1 \'e:1r.
nj live. had planned to rnatriculate at DDS programs. Howard offers a simRut Brcv.er 11<l l1er fi;i11(·e. Dua11c the University of Misso11ri at Kansas ilarly accelerated, combined degree
A f)ilv. urt h. ~r:1utl<1t1ng fro111 H(>- City . where he was told he 1..·ould earn program leading to the doctor of
•
v. i1rd 'sden tal Sf l1111)l. J.fC unlike ITIOSt baccalaureate and dental degrees in podiatric medicine degree in conjunc111edical anJ <lf111 al gro1d uate s. who seven years. But a t·riend of' the f'amily tion with the Pennsy.lvania College of
By LC.lie Hobbs
only Black institution in the Engineer
5pt"i1al 10 Ille H illlop
spend eight ye ars cnrou tc to MD and convinced hi1n that he should go to Podiatric Medicine.
College Magazines Associated, it is of
DDS dcg rees f Tt1ey ear11ed !heir Howard in Washington, D.C .
Out of a field of more than eighty _ paramount importance to continue the
Students enrolled in the two-year
bachelor's an~ prut-essional degrees
Winning academic awards and ac - undergraduate phase of the three pro- college engineering magazine s. The award winning tradition put forth in the
in only six yedrs .
tive in extracurricular activities in grams are offered no guarantees for Howard Engineer received two out- past.'' This, by no means, is the first
1
(They will e ar11on g son1e 2.(X)() ·high school , both were high -caliber admission to the university's health standing awards at the Engineer Col- year has been nationaJly honored . '' We
graduales at oward·s I 17th com- students whom any university would profession schools or to the Pennsyl- 1e g e Magazines Associated generally have won awards in the
(E .C.M .A.) convention earlier thi s past." Patrick says.
mencement M' y 11. scheduled for 10 have welc L11ned. Attending a prc- vania college.
1
Currently, The Howard Engineer,
a.n1 . in Howa~d Stadium .)
dominantly blac!' university. howevBrewer is the first student in Ho- month.
The magazines were judged in 14 published by the School of Engineering
BreWer and Dilworth ma11aged lo er. had a special appeal .
See DDS/MD page I0
diversified categories by various reput- and aimed toward the entire university ,
c1Jt two year from the traditional
Students entering HoWari:l's sixable people in the engineering industry. is in its 36th year. It has a staff of 18,
Requestulg $7 million less
The Winter '84 iSsue to Th~ Howard comprised of mostly engineering stuEngineer for best non-technical article. dents, and is published biannually, with
The article was written by Sylvan Joli- an issue coming out every semester.
bois, a civil engineering student.
. · The publication exi>oscs students to
Philip Patrick, editor of The Howard new developmei:its and technology in
By Nicrle s. Crawford
might ·'loose some of our most promisthat was included in last year's budget, Engineer, comments on the notable arti· the industry while keeping the students
t'op) F..d11<>1
ing faculty'' because of a lack of funds
Cheek said that thus far, in actual cash cle, the ··sullivan Principles," saying abreast on facilities, research and
Pre ident Jan1e s Chee!< testi - for raises this year.
or fmn pledges, Sl .S million has been . ••A subject like 'why the Sullivan Prin- grants receive<f by Howard. The magaraised. Because of the success of the
During qteek's testimony before the
fied before thetHouse Subcommittee on
endowment fund, 00 additional funds ciples have no ~ffect on the apartheid zine aJso provides a schedule of imporLalior. Health nd 1-fuman Services last Senate subcommittee April 17 . Cheek
for the program- were requested for iegime' is one that is rarely approached tant events that are happening within
Wednesday t request $151.230.000 : said that the lower budget request for
fiscal year 1986.
by our white counterpans, but written the school. The Howard Engineer also
for fiscal yea? 1986, $7 million Je'ss fiscal year 1986 was ' 'based · on the
He also reported that Howard has an with such quality helps assure that represents Howard's School of Engithan last ye~r·s appropriation . He general freeze policy being applied to
active research program in laser attention will be brought to the issue .·· neering at other colleges and univerappeared before the Senate last month much discretionary domestic spendchemistry, conducted in Howard's ho~Patti.ck and Patricia Powell, associ- sities throughout the country.
ing·· in an effort to control the federal
to make the s~me request .
pital, and water polution, conducted in ate editor, were flown to the convention
Patrick said he ~ncourages interested
After his te~t imony. Check answered budget.
Cheek also said that tuition for the
the engineering school. Congress allot-.._ at the Univesily of Southern California students from all schools within the
questions posed by Congressman Wilted funding ~or n:searc~ in fi&eal year in Los Angeles as representatives of- University to get involved with the
liam Na!cher ~D., Ky .) and Congress- 1985-1986 academic year would in·
man Lol1is St*kes (D . , Ohio), that ad· crease in all schools and colleges . Tui1985 _to J!"':Ylded u:w:cnuve for Howard Howard University's School of En- nlagazinc ·'to provide modularity in the
to build ttl reseaidl prasnms.
·' ·· • ·
·
A
d.
t
dressed facjty salarie s. tuition in· tion will be $3400 for the graduate
Although
this
bdring
focused
on
11Pa_,kn~mHagwdneE
.
_
c
cor
tngh.
oh structure of the organization and encreases, the atch ing endowment pro- school, a $500 increase; $5300 for the
hance the production process. After
fiscal "ear 1986, Stokes referred back
b'lC •inc owa~
ng1neer, w tc
medical school, an $800 dollar ingram and re arch progrwns.
SmiUionsupplement1lmoney bu been• member of the E.C.M.A. all,'' the editor said, ''TM Howard EnCheek told !Natcher that there are no crease; $4,300 for the dental school, a t
~at wu·req~ted fOI' fiscal year 198S since 1952, ''holds a highly respected giMer is not sttictly for engineering
funds in next *ear 's budge~ for a faculty $600 increase ; $4000 for the law
and asked Cheek why that money wu place within the E.C .M.A." Ad- students.' ' ~
school, a $600 increase; and SJOOO for
increase or n w const,ruct1on.
needed.
ditionally it is the oly predominately
He also to! ' Stokes that the Univer- the other schools, a $300 increase.
See MAGAZINE page 8
See CHEEK page ·10
Black institution in the association.
When asked about the status of the $2
sity is ''facin a serious problem with
The editor said that by being "the
f'acul1y otalari s·· adding that Howard million matchin11 endowment program

.
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ad has big plans

'Howard Engineer'
•
receives awards
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Ch ek petitions House
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Student to serve
as delegate
•
ID Japan ,

Shawneequa Scott, a student in the
School of Education, has been
selected as a delegate to the J985
Japan America Student Conference to
be held July 23 through Aug. 20 in
Japan. The first student to represent a
historicaJly Black college, she is one
of 40 Americans chosen from an ap~
plicant pool of 400 as U .S. delegates
to the 51-year old conference.
The purpose of the conference is to
promote mutual understanding,
friendship and trust between the
United States and Japan. Scott is
slated to read her paper on ''Comparative Cultures'' during the conference discussion table.
••The application was an extensive
process requiring a great deal of time ·
and effort," Scott said. ''In view of
my career aspjrat.io'ns , I feel that this
is an invalUable opponunity and
would ultimately contribute to my
educational and professional de ~
velopment. ''
Scott majored in theater and received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
from Howard in_ 1983 . She is
specializing in international student
services and will graduate with a
Master of EducatiQll degree this May.
TIM:rcafter, she plans ·to work at one
of the universities in her native New
York City.
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Make.: your best deal! Use
the s400 as a DO
PA: ENT
or receive a check directly
·-~··· · from FORD after the
.
sale!
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"You must haw verifiable employment lhal ~ins within 120 days of your whlcle purchase
al a salary sufficient lo cover ordinary livinll expe~ses & your vehicle paymen!.
You must haw proof that you haw 11raduated or will 11radua1e and be awarded at least
a ba chelors de11ree within 120 days! .
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A 18l·ge drop in D.C. resident unemplo).ment reduced 1the jobless
rate
8.6 percent in February to
8 . 1 peq:ent in March add the mettopolitar'I area unempl9yment rate
also drbppcd, from 4. to 3.7 percent

Compared to 1981, for example,
there are 17,700 fewer federal jobs
in the Qistrict today and 20,000
more private sector jobs.' '
Earlier estimates show a drop of
1800 unemployed persons during
this period-from 28,000 to 26,200

Services also indicate a monthly increase of 300 D.C. jobholders .
When compare;d to estimates of a
year ago, however, 11,000 District
residents have found jobs, bringing
total D.C. resident employment to
296,900 in March, 1985.

and legal services categories-and
retail trade, with 3400.
Deputy Ma)jor for District of
Columbia Economic Development,
Curtis McCiinton, Jr., said ''The
Barry administration has Jong acknowledged the need for reduced

over the month according to -D .C.

over the month . Between March

Between February and March,

dependence on federal government

Empldymcnt Services Director
' Matthew
F . Shannon~
1
, Co;i:: nting upon ese most re-

1984 and March 1985 the unem-

the District gained 2900 job-2000
in the private sector and 900 in gov-

employment. 11herefore , we have

rrqm

cent fi ures and Jonge~ tenn trends,

'Resident emp l oyment
and job growth are clearly on the upswing.'

Shannbn said, "'Resident employmcnt W job growth .Ire clearly on
the uj.swing . More significantly,
the o"frall improvemJnt in our local economy has been fueled f~ ployment rate was also down-by
growtft in the private Sector, wh~ ' 1.5 Percentage points-and .the
has stbstantially oµtpaced pu)?lic number of jobless residents desecto~_growth and re~ucr.ci ~he im-

pact

q: a tederal jobs pase that has

diminished Olr'er the past few years .

·owa

t5

J

l

Preliminary figures from the
D .C . Department of Employment

retail trade . Compared to estimates
from a year ago, the District has
13, IOO more jobs, a gain of 2.2

possible, help to compensate for
federal job losses."
An example of such a project, he

percent, which is much higher than
the 0.5 percent growth rate over the
last decade. Officials also note that
85 percent of this growth occurred
in the private sector. The services

said, was the District government's
$3.5 million investment in Rhode
Island Aver.ue Plaza. a new shopping center at Rhode Island A venue
and 4th street N.E. The project has

industry led with 5200 jobsprincipally in the business services

thus far yielded 274 jobs as a result

d ...•te seeks counc;l seat

of the recent opening of Zayre Corporation's first store in thC District.

,

-.,

II

""'"' ""'"I

Efnest McDonald Skinner, who

recdived a B. A. in] accounting
· frorb Hgward iri 19712: is one of
. eigtlt ca'ndidates for city counc1lmarr to re'present theF.Jatbush com. m~ity in Brooklyn. New .York .
· ~ne 42-year-old ri~tive Trinadadian s~id his prim~ co~cems are
hops1ng deter1 rt1on and
ge11trification in FJat~ush . Skinn~r
said what is needed for the area IS
I
.
prqfessional representa~1on ~a
pedson who has had fx~nence 1n
the corporate anti pnvate sec-

bot
'

clined by 4200 over the year.

ernment . Private sector gains were
highest in the services industry and

continued to ·develop and invest in
job-generating projects to diversify
•
the city 's economic base and to the

tors .
Skinner. who is presently an
assistant vic·e -president of Citi bank, N.A. in the area of national
community affairs, spent three
years in Athens. Greece as an international banker. He is a member
of the National Association of
Urban Bankers. NAACP. the New
York Urban League and is on the
E\ecutive Council of the Me~,
litan Center for Educational Research and Development and
Training at New York University .
He has chaired and been a member
of various community and neigh borhood associations .

Skinner considers hiffiself an
achiever under the great immigrant
tradition ." Coming to the United
States from Trinidad 18 years ago.
Skinner said he came alone with
''only $400 in my pocket.· · ·'I was
able to work . study and achieve
through sheer dedication and hard
work. he added .
-,
As an undergraduate at Howard.
Skinner n1anaged the soccer and
cricket tean1s. and was a men1ber
of the Caribbean Students Union ,
He later obtained his master ·s from
Columbia ' University · .Gradi!ate
School of Buisness. Skinner and
his wife Angelahave one son, Ernest II .

•

The Thunderbirds, a U.S. Air Forµ
stunt pilot group, .will be performing today at 2:00 p.m. at Andrews Air Force
Bast in Camp Sprinllo', Md.
1be pilots are only part of a day-long
program in honor of die 1985 Department
of Defemie Joint Services Open House.

Of the hires, 250.'were D.C . resi-

dents . The Department conducted
mass recruitment here to fill the po, sitions
In .the metropolitan area, rising
employment and declining unem-

ployment combined to reduce the
area's jobless rate from 4 to 3. 7
percent. Area employment rose by
15, IOO over the month, while unemployment was down by 5800 .

Since March, 1984, area employment is up by 97 .500; and unemployment dropped by 8300, reducing the over the year jobless rate by

·.

.6 percentage points .
Combined job growth in the District and the suburbs resulted in

•

Sg11th Africp

House passes
divestment bill
HilllOf Scaff RqlOl1

. '

The House Committee on Foreign gnitv of all people ."
Affair. passed legislation that would
Gray added, "We also have a
limit new investments by U.S. finns · strategic imperative . The violence

to South Africa, federal loans to the which has tiecome adaily fact of life

South African government, and the
sale of U.S. computers to the government of South -Africa.
The bill, initiated by House Budget
Committee Chajnnan Rep . William
H. Gray III (0., Pa.) was inrroducCd
to the House ttoor 1ast weeit ana 1s
expected to be acted upon within the
nexi three weeks, according to House

in South Africa is not only tragic, it
wOi-k.s against our best iitterest in this
part of the world , because it encourages Soviet influence there .'·
Gray said that four years of the
Reagan administration 's pol icy of
''constructive engagement in South
Africa'' has left the apanheid system
''further entrenched .'·
..

Budget Committee's information

He added that, " The separate and

17 .400 additional area jobs between

officer, Bill Epstein.

February and March , raising the total number of jobs to 1,840,000.
Growth deaders were construction,
5900, services, 4100; and retail

According to Epstein, Gray expressed.that our country has a twofold
reason to limit U.S. panicipatilln in
apartheid .
According_to Gray, ··As Americans
we have a dual imperative to limit our
support for a system which degrades
and oppresses people solely on the
basis of race . We have a moral im-

trade, 2800. Between March, 1984
and March, 1985, area jobs grew by
· 4 .8 percent, or 83,500 more jobs .
Expansion was led by the services
industry, which added 24, IOO jobs,
and retail trade, which grew by

17 ,200 over the. year.

unequal existence of South l\t"rica's
22 million Black person s has become
on ly more repressive .··
l
• 'We should also understand that
we are not singling out South
Africa--our n!ltion imposes economic restrictions against 20 other
nations 3.s a means of stating our poli cies and our viewpoints . and as a
means of demonstrating our i11terest
in seeing policies change.·· Gray

pcfll!ivc, because the United States said.
should stand for fieed m and ,,ld::,i-;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-...J

*************··
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•

•
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' 1 1ho says you can 't take it with yo u
But this is a -.va y that Amer1ban
Alter four years of college, you 'v
Express can show that we believe Ill
got a lot of things. And o ne more c o ul
your future . And a s you graduate and go
be the American Express· Card .
up the ladder, we ·d like to come along
Because if you 're a senior and
The C a rd is great fo r business. It
you've accepted a $10,000 career·
can .help you begin to e stabl ish your
oriented job, you could get the
credit histo ry And, in a little less serious
American Express Card.
·
vein. !he Card can be a lot of fun . Use It
That's it. No strings . No g 1mmtcks
fo r vacations, for a night on the to v;n . o r
(And e ve n 1f you don 't have a 1ob
just a little shopping.
right no1v, don 't worry. This
~--~.,...,,_. .
. So call 1-800-528·4800 and
offer 1s slill good fo r 12 months
ask to have a Special Student
· a fte r you g raduate .)
•
Applicalion sent to you: O r look
If it sounds like the Oard
for one On can1pus.
is a little easier for seniors to
The American Express Card.
~t right now, you 're right.
•.
Don't leave school without ir.-

n
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Henry Boyd Hall

esponsibility

•

'

From the editor

•

With the obtaining r f one'~ goal, such as a
degree from a Black instiJUtion, taught by
Black professors in Black commu~ity, a
. lack intellectual ha] a rn0ral obligation to
t e Black masses.
Along with the ce ification of the receipt
of "book knowledge comes the responsibility to project respo slble leadership . The
Black intellectual ca be more dangerously
!nanipulated than.his ounterpan, the masses,
or he will be used a a tool to upgrade the
cience of winning an maintaining control of
government in whlch he mistakenly believes he is· a pan .
'
Through a college education and through
•
understanding of "self," along with a basic
knowledge upon whi~h the fundamental prin,
ciples of morals are formed , effective Black
leadership cao be o~tained. Where do you
stand'!
I.
A. large percenlage of our people, Black
people, are underfed , undertreated (medical1 Iy). underclothed, un erpaid , undereducated ,

f.

•

'l

•

I

and underloved by their counterpart, the
Black intellectuals.
Movement of a people through radical
means has proven to be ineffective. Only
through a nonviolent movement, spearheaded
by Black intellectuals , can the uplift of a race
take place . Intelligence cannot be measured
by degrees. Therefore, in a society which
chooses the --Blacks · with the. most · "book ·
knowledge" as its intellectuals , those intellectuals must seek out, instead of shunning, its own intellectuals within their own,
community. When Blacks who are accepted
in mainstream society work for a change
within the society, while at the same time
accepting and working with Blacks in their
own society, only then can a united Black
front be formed .
Remember , as one great Black leader
assens : "Your masses are not going anywhere without you and you are not going
anywhere without your ma ~ses. ''

•

K . LaRoy Williams

j

•

Mr. Hall - I am writing to voice my . devote my life. Howeveroone problem tional environment__. 1be Univenity,
indignation about the fact that you that I have faced during this last year is through the Hilltop Board, enttuata the
aJlowed su.ch an example of trite, in- deciding what news' is fit to be printed student editors and staff with the
sensitive, negative remarks to be in The Hilltop withQUt neglecting any responsibility for producing the newsprinted in The Hilltop.
part of a student body, faculty, and staff paper in accordance with the canons of
•••
as diverse as Howard's. Needless to responsible journalism, further
Mr. Hall, - I am writing you to pro- say, at university made up of 17 schools encouraging students to assume
test the obvious censorship of my letter and colleges and more than 12,000 responsibility for their actions rather
to the editor conceTning Clarence p~-and full-time students from all than being totally dcpeudcnt upon ad.Pendleton ... {your editing/ reminds parts of the world, producing a Weekly miriistrative direction and control.''
me of the censorship that The Washing· newspaper that everyone will enjoy is
What the document is saying in short
ton Post exercised on my letter wrinen next to impossible.
is: now that you are editor, be resp.J11sin support ofMinister Wu.is Farakhan .
Realizing that Tht Hilltop could not ible, be fair, and don't get the Univer•••
please everyone, I did the next best sity sued.
Mr. HalJ - We the students of The thing. I tried to be fair. And I truly
After nine months, 24 issues, and
College of Fine Arts have noticed that believe that is all that any editor or $180,000, hundreds of boUrs writing,
little, if any mention of our produced reporter owes his readers or his sources . editing and producing The Hilltop, it
events have been made within The Hill- If there is one thing that I have learned ,still is not perfect. Nor is the paper
top .
in my journalism courses, by working problem free. However, it is better than
•••
for a major daily newspaper as a sum- it was last year and next year it will be
The previous are only a small sample mer reponer, and as a staff writer, exec- better than it has been this year.
of actual messages and letters I have utive editor, an cditor-in:-<:hief of The 1
1 know that next year's' editor-inreceived during my.tenure as editor-in- Hilltop, everyone has personal biases chief, Carol Winn, will continue in the
~hief of The f!iJltOp. Some of the letters that can affect his news judgment. ,
longstanding Hilltop traditi.on arid
were anonymous and others were
When I was selected by the Hilltop strive for- excellence. I hope that the
signed, but most of.all, they were wel- - Policy Board as editor-in-chief, I was students, faculty, and adrili,nistration of ,
corned by my staff, and me.
given a dcx;:ument that saip ·'The Hill- Howard will aid her in her punuit of
My tenn as editor has been one of the top should serve as an example of the journalistic excellence and truth.
mdst fulfilling experiences I have had importance of the freedom and · Heniy Boyd Hall, a graduating
in the field to which I have chosen to responsib!Iity of the press in an educa- senior. is editor-in-chief
of The Hilltop.

I

Today's issue is the last HILLTOP
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:Back
to business
.
'

practice? The fact that the school has 1enge that awaits us ·in the business
does have a brand new School of lost its accreditation says something world due to the expc~cnce and train·
I Business, but it is not on9 that stands about the school and its program , an.d ing we received here a\ Howard . All
to embarrass the UniversftY, but one about Mr. Selby who failed to men- of this is not to say that the School of
Business is perfect. but we are dethat stands to make us prpud . In the tion this point .
1
April 26th issue of The Hi'lltop , in the
Furthermore. Mr. Selby failed to finitely making headway to getting
editorial sec;tion, there was an editor- credit Howard 's School of Business there . There are and will always be
with the due respect of being one out positives and negatives to our grand,
1 ial entitlet'.1 ''Minding lour Business ''. While ~oug,as SelbY:· of four Black schools with an accre- brand new S<;hool of Busi ness .
president-elect of the Sctf><>l ~f Bu.s1- dited School of Business. Nor, did he Nonettleless, as president-elect of the
ness has the right to express his opin- cnodit the school with being the only School of Business, in an attempt to
ion and poin,t of view. we ~s seniors of · Black. university with an accredited bring ~ut~ ~hang~the way is not in
the School of Business hive the right graduate and undergradu~tc business demeaning thhtudents , faculty. and
curriculum. We all have our own per- administration of the School of Busito our own.
j
First and foremost, hpw can Ho- sonal opinions, however , in present- ness because it is they who opened the
ward's School of Business be com- ing them, we must state all the facts, doors freshman year and will close
them at graduation. Change ~omes
pared to that of Florida & M Uni- and appear to be Unbiased.
Lastly, if a study could be done and about best through positive means
vers'ity. when Florida A'J'& M cannot
seem to keep its accred,,ation? Fur- statistics taken, it would be plain to and efforts.
We close in saying that we will
thennore, it is only Florida A.& M's see that Howard School of Business
undergraduate School of Business graduates have been and will be always love and respect our alma mathat is accredited, not its graduate successful-just as successful as ter, most especially the Howard Uniprogram. The concept_tHat the school those at Florida A & M. We the versity School of Business!
seems to have and the ~rogram they seniors of the School of Business are Concerned graduating seniors
are trying to implement appears to be proud of our school, and feel con- School Of Business and Public Ad·
excelle.n~ in theory , ~ut what a~ut in fident that we can handle any chal- ministration
il is true. Howard University

Jan A. Buckner
'

'
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Student apathy has become an
embarassingly common Way of life
on the Howard University campus. In
. the recent campaign for JHUSA office
the candidates spoke out categorical,
ly against the phenom~non with no
apparent succes~ . for until now, most
students have been abl~ to rest comfortably with the indifference. Our
maJaise it seems, has been.camouf-

'

laged by th~ fact that most major U.S .
universi~y

I

I

campuses have been
caught up in stupefyin8;1cycle Qf materialism, political inertia, and an ardent quest for upward mobility; a
trend akin to that which exists at Howard .
·
'.{he extent of our shqncomings has
no~n exposed. Many campuses
have recently come alive-an eruption uf political consciousness reminescent of the Vietnam Era--as
students have seen it necessary
to pro1
test the policy Of U.S. investment in
South Africa. Columbia, PrincCton,
Berk.ely and numerous other Universities have seen variour, fonns of civil
protests as students voice their anger
against the~r University'-s policy of
doing business with jcompan.ies investing in minority-ruled Pretoria.
Relative to the activity at these predominantly white colleges, Hbward

has been deafeningly Isilent. .

Silence, as we have been displaying here,.is not golden , neither does is
denote consent. Most1of the students

-I

•

buttons. A recent speaker on campus
asked some pertinent questions on the
Divestment issue. Does the University have interests in any businesses
investing in South Africa? There
were no answers, for no one in the
audience had bothered to check. The
absence of a reply was not surprising'
to the speaker, who ironically was a
Howard alumna, for her involvement
in Trans-Africa placed her in p. position to know that, in contrast to other
Universities located in the District,
the Howard student body has only
shown with the weekly Em_bassy demonstrations on one occaison .--_.
Further investigation has produced
some very concrete answers . Outgoing HUSA PB:sident Chris Cathart

American studies, are areas of study
which most students rather not do .
Consequently, most would readily

sign a HUSA petition, but to

voltintarily sign for an AfroA.merican studies course is a totally
different matter. Secondly, most students are shockingly ignorant of
issues related to the Afro-American
experience. Within this one fact lay
the reason for much of the apathy
which Pervades the campus. Apy ~tu
dent who comes into contact with the
historical background of white oppression in South Africa cannot remain indifferent. The metamorphisis
which is bound to result, will no
doubt have far reaching consequences for the Black struggle in
stated that he made it his policy to ask America.
questions on tlie University's investFaced with such conclusive eviment policy and that his enquiries has dence, there is a third vital fact which

produced satisfactory replies. The must be mentioned. The ongoing
University's invesUncnt portfolio is
unblemished . The anti-apartheid

official of the Howard administration
should be viewed by students as a
clear go-ahead signal to voice similar
sentiments in all the legitimate means.
available to them .
We now address· the matter of
Afro-American studies. For the past
scboof year, HIJSA has cariied on a
cainpaign to make Afro-American
studies mandatory for.just entering
frahmen. At this stage, the outcome
of the • ••••ian is unclear, however

campaigns against apathy and apartheid, and for the mandatory status for
Afro-American studies are not three
separate campaigns . They are in· ~s
sence one endeavour, the outcome of
which is vital to the struggle for a
Black reawakening and mass
mobilization. 1be onus lies heavily
on the Cheek administration to as-

sume the nosponsibility of giving new
status to ~American studies, or to
Ieive tbiS ~rgent task. to bankrupt
philosoph'crs who -can only communicate hate to the fertile and recep-

theno are s<ime very nolevant tacts tive minds of college students.
However, student solidarity must go1 which must be stated. Firstly, courses Andrew Sken:itt
beyond wearing ''FreeI SouthAfrica" related to history, as is Afro-

feel very strongly against apartheid .

I

, I

School .o f Communicatiom
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Dart - to Pal'nela NOble and the
Undergraduate Student Assembly

(UGSA) for accepting the offer of
Coors Beer to panicipate in the Black
Arts festival last month, despite the racist and derogatory comments of a
high-ranking representative.
Laurel _- to HUSA Presidenr
Christopher Cathcart and Vice Prcsident Manoni Jenkios for what proved to
be among the more progressive and
constructive student government administrations in the University's recent
history.
Dart - to University President
James Cheek for his ''ambivalence'' on
apartheid, displayed by his embrace of
the Reagan administration policies and
feebly mitigated by his h.onoring of

South African Bishop Desmond Tutu.

en apathy prevails

-
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Letters to the Editor
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ing freshmen, a necessity which~s
little explanation.
Mini-Dart - to Professor Alan
McConnell, who refused to teach class
after being called ''racist'' by a student,
apparently exercising his right to strike
when his feelings are hurt . A laurel to
the administration for relieving him of

us.
Laurel - to student government
workers for bringing to campus Minister Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam. A laurel to Libyan leader
Muammar Qaddafi for his $5 million
contribution lo Farrakhan's cause.
Dart - to the University la~
school's policy of •'normalization,''
that eliminates the bottom 25 percent of
each class for the ostensible purpose of

whose stiflingly c.onservative and

nogrettably publiciud political views
militate against the fundamental in'
terests of Black people.

Mlnl·Laurel - to the lonely minor-

Chairman Lawrence Kaggwa for
accounting for almost 2S pen:ent of all
Dart - to the Homecoming staff for
its inept management of its budget its
shortsighted planning of the concert
(which was ca,..,,lled) and its troubled

handling of other events.
Laurel - to the University administration for selecting Maya Angelou as ~nunenccment speaker to
show apprcCiation for her contribution
to Howard University and the literary .

community at large .
.
Dart - to the administration for its
absence of org1nization and lack of

concern over the mile-loog lines of dis-

gruntled students that mark the inof ·Howard's ''on-line''
Laurels - to the Howard volleyball efficiency
.
.
'
nogistrahoo
process.
•
team, the men's indoor track team and
Laurel - to the grad11ating class of
the women's basketball team for their
1985 for its accomplishments here at
MEAC victories this season.
Dart - to the University administra- Howard al!d else.where. Good luck.
tion for its i~ability .(or unwillingness) · JanA. Buckner, agr""uati-ngsenior,
to deal effecbvely with Howard faculty ; . -:- •. .
· ----;
and its perpetuation 0 ~ low morale and 1s ~g":g ~ editorlclUef copy editor
fcelingsofvoicelessnessamongfaculty of The H1lltop

standardizing law school grades.

•
'

Editor-in-Chief
Henry Boyd Hall

Managing Editor
Jan A. Buckner

. -·-··

t.il!oft"""'

. role in the potwt' ••in• South African

ijitidmid.
r ewel - to die Saadent Sen•te for
its efforu to make Afro-American
·studies a manctarory coune for incom-

ChiefC...,. ......
Jan A. Buckner

C;mpus &litot ·
Dd.iree F. Hicks·

fits it provided them.
• Dart - to the gre11t majority of c.mpus EditOI'
lhuQPi Who fail to reinvcst·cven a small , John C. Brazington
portion .of their earnings to their alma n where Editor
mater and rchlsc to recognize and Mi~hele Stewart
appreciate Howaid*1,.pontribution to
,
their success . A laurel'-~ Uni- -'.
Editor
vmity admjnistration for tcpridicrl the Garry Denny
policy of capcellina c•••r:r of students s,iom.~
who fail to meet tuition payiDCiit de· -.. . . Darryl A. Richards
edljnea and for re1Mwlng dvr: st1Jdents A • 11nt Spoits ,.,...,
•..,,~
of the husle of ie-registering after their . Deron Snydeipay11w ots arrive.

Dart · - Howord'a student body
which neglecled ro play .. significant

;

Laurel
IO the School of Communications journalism department and.

ity of gnich1•1es who remember to give

tangible thanks to Howard for the bene- .

I

,~

.1

Laurel - To Professor'Samuel Yette for showing enlightenment seldom
seen on' this campus, for ~rving as an
inspU:ation to hundreds of .students and
for his tireless efforts to improve the
quality of education at Howard.
Dart - to the University administration for its decision to relocate the Department of Afro-American Studies to
the remote and inaccessible Shennan member. .
Avenue location, which formerly
Laurel - to the Communications
housed the School of Business. .
. Student Council for sponsoring conLaurel - to Alpha Phi Alph.a, Delta structive and infonnative programs.
Sigma Theta, Kappa Alpha Psi and all - minorities who obtained enlfy ievel poother org,nizations which held sitions iii the journalism industry last
fiaridraisCrs to benefit the starving peo- year.

pie of Ethiopia.
Dart - to Joseph Perkins, editorial
writer for the Wall Sboet Journal and
former editorial editor of the Hilltop

•
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Harassment of Jewish student.
John W . Simms, a Black Jewish student filled numerous complaints with

the D.C. Police Department, the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith and the FBI claiming that other
students were harassing him because
of his religious affiliation. Simms ac-

'
'

cused his attacker.; of setting fire outside his dormitory room door in Carver Hall and for carving a swastika on

the door; he also charged Univer.;ity
officials with negliger'lce in handling
his complaints of religious harassment .

-

The winless Bison capture first win.

ing among themselves . In his addres
The Howard Bison, with an I I-game on racism, imperialism and oppres
losing streak, captured their first win sion Farrakhan denounced the Demo
when they beat Virginia State 22-21. cratic National Convention for it
Close game!!!
tryatment of Democratic Prcsidentia
Homecoming 1984. Lisa Lewis, a Candi~te J\everend Jesse L. Jackso

and Black people in general. .
munications was crowned Miss Ho- tloward lngns $6. S inillion .., ..
ment; President Cheek signs a $6.S
ward 1984-1985 .
LASC controversy. Liberal Arts Stu- million agreement with the U.S.
dent Council officers called for the Agency for International Developresignation of LASC Executive Presi- ment (AID) which calls for the Unident ~akim A,bdul-Hadi, ·charging versity to provide health care training

junior in the School of Com-

that Abdul-Hadi lacked commitment and services for the sputhem African •
HUSA creates Senate. HUSA es- to the office. LASC officer.; tried later nation of Malawi .
tablished a Student Campus Senate to impeach Abdul-Hadi, but the ous- Howard, McKnight settle dispute.
The University reached an out-ofcomposed a five committees with one ter attempt was unsuccessful .
representative from each chartered Farrakhan stresses global solidar- court settlement with former Hilltop
campus organization making up the ity. Nation of Islam leader Louis Far- Editor-in-chief Janice McKnight.
rakhan addressed an audience of over McKnight charged that University
senate.
School of Business dedicated. The 1500 in Cramton Auditorium call- denied ber due process and free press
new $13 million School of Business 1ng tOr unity among the oppressed rights by expelling her without a prior
and Public Administration building people of the world . Farrakhan said at hearing and dismissing her as editor
was officially opened by President "the forum entitled ''G lobal after she reported a sex discriminasuit filed hr.a University employCheek following I 17th Opening Con- Solidarity--Our Key to Survival" ·etion
e in 1982.
·

•

•

that the Arab world must cease divid

vocation ceremonies.
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Hawkins . Jacqueline Jackson, wife
of democratic presidential candidate
the Reverend Jesse L. 'Jackson .

spond to their .grievances concemin
the University Senate and dis
criminatory allocation of salary in
creases. The vote of no-confidenc
was issued in a letter to Cheek date
Nov . 27 following his failure to he
the faculty 's concerns and grievances
expressed in a .letter sent to him Oct.
9 . Neither ChCek and Winston could
not be reached for comment.

Bisonettes grab volleyball title. Howard swept Morgan State 15-2, 15-5
to capture its second consecutive
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference title last weekend in Greensboro, N .C.
Hunger stri~ over. Community for
Creative Non-violence leader Mitch
Snyder ended a 51-day fast after President Reagan signed a presidential order confirming th$t the federal government would finance the renovation of the homeless shelter on 425

\,.

1984 Homecoming funds spark
controversy. Chairperson Meridith
Nielson charged · that Homecoming
chairman Reginald Scott and financ ~al . director Chaudlier Moore of the
Homecoming Steering Committee
misallocated student funds and m·a de
and orchestrated effort to postpone
fOur scheduled meetings which were
. held to close out financial dealings .
According to sou·rces, 1250 was not
accounted for in the budget. ln response to allegations that the money
was used for a party , Scott denied

' Second St.. N.W. (The Old.federal

City College building.) Snyder, who
was hospitalized in the Howard UniverSity Hospital gained national
attention for his fight for the homeless .
No..confidence vote. The faculty of
the S-;hool of Communications last
issued a vote of no-confidence to
President Cheek for his "failure to re-

. ..,.

•

.'

.
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Tutu comes to f-loiard. Bishop Desmond ~ . Tutu addrej ssed ~standing 
room -only crowd n Cramton Au ditorium at a spe~ ial convocation
marking the Divinity School's 86th
year . The Nobel Pe~ce Prize laureate
challenged Black :4imerir.:_ans · ·ro get
your act together·· and lobby against
U.S. support of thf ~· bite min<:>rityruled government Of South Afnca .
Fa.culty ~orms ~erance group . The
he1ghte111ng tens1or between faculty
and the administra ion prompted the
fonnatio n of the ln~ependent Faculty
Federation. The_a parent powerlessness of the faculty to voice their concerns at Universit 1 Senate meetings
caused the organi ation of this body
designed to repres nt ,;all the faculty
and only the facu ty .1: •
Administration offers response .
Vice-president fo Academic Affairs
Michael R . Winstr,n responded to the
grievances made lby University fac• ulty . While Wins n said he could not
comment o n the s cities of the letter

'

.

sent to Pres idenf Cheek by School of
Communications faculty in October.
he said that it is the University's poli cy to award pay raises on the basis of
merit .
Law students demand apology.
Law students issued a letter to the
office of Mi chael Win s'ton. vice president of academic affairs, asking
him to clarify and apologize for statements made weeks ago in a closed.
private faculty meeting . According to
a Student Bar Association member.
Winston said the law school accepted
students with s ubstandard LSAT
scores and inadequately prepared stu·
dents to pass the bar . Winston,
however, said that he had made the
stateme nts confiden tially because
'' there were matters 1 thought should
not be made public . '·
Howard University professor
arrested. Mary Frances Beny. professor in the Department of Political
Science and a member of the U.S .
Commission on Civil Rights along

with D.C . Delegate Walter Fauntroy
and Executive Director of TransAfrica Randall Robinson were arrested on
charges of unlawful entry after refusing to leave the South African Embassy and demanding to talk to A1nbassador Bemardus G . Fourie .
Black women saluted. H USA

'

UGSA. LASC and the School of
Communications Student Council saluted I 0 Black women at an awards
dinner held in the University Center.
Award recipients were : Claudia Tate,
professor of English at Howard,
Januwa Moja. creator of Infinity Designs; Goldie Claiborne, director of
financial aid at Howard; Katie Hall ,
congresswoman Lillian Green, direc.:

tor of Project Harvest; Susan Kidd,
anchorwoman for NBC-TV affiliate

WRC; Carol Randolph, host of
Morning Break; Charlene Young,
professor of Black Studies at San Jose
State; Mary Hoover, professor of
Black Studies at California State University; and gospel singer Tremaine

.
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Medical studeqt found guilty in

Delta Sigma Pi business fraternity

AKA founder dies. Norma Eli-

held their respective versions of a
celebration to honor the slain civil
rights leader. The Alphas honored
their fellow brother King with two
doc umentaries-· · From Montgomery to Memphi s· ·. and ·· 1 have a
. Dream ' ' -which chronicled King ' s
involvement in the civil rights moven1ent. Delta Sigma Pi held a candlelight vigil at the main flagpole on
campus.
Urban League issues ''State of
Black America'' report . For the first
time in the I 0-year history of the
National Urban Leagu~· s annua1 report on the state of Black America,
the organi zation predicted an optimi stic future for Blacks in 1985 . In a
Wa shington .pres s conference the
group ·s president , John E . Jacob ,
said that in 1984 Black America · "became ' increasingly aware of its own
strength s and is increasingly willing
to act independently to achieve what
it considers ils own best interests . "
The report cited the growing political
activism among Blacks spurred by
the past presidential campaign of Jesse Jack son , lhe electio n of Congres sional Black Caucus member
Luther~ngJr. lsm~!°ory. l~hono~ William Gray (D . . Pa.) to head the
of l'M.art1n LuthFt King Jr . s 56th House Budget Committee, and an inbi ryhday the Hpward chapters of crease in the number of Bl"ack hou se.Al~ha Phi Alphf Fraternity and the holds headed by m'r1ed couples.

zabeth Boyd, the last of sixteen

Aj

./
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shocking case.
second-year Howard medical student .was f~und
guil y of assault w ~th intent to disable.
ass It and battef)\, and illegal use of
a h ndgun in thei_ commission of a
felo v in connec on with the Sept .
sh ting of Dr. H nry Lloyd Garvey .
a yniversity m_dical s~hool professor. Garvey d1 d later 1n February
as ~ result of the .unshot wounds suffered in the Sepl. shooting. According~to the. Prine George ' s County
Sta~es Attomey '.s1Office. the case is
agaJn under review because Garvey
die9 after the trial .
.
J~sse Jackson Speaks at H .U .
Fotimer Democ[ a:tic president ial
canbidate. the Rjev . Je sse Jackson .
addressed a ne~-capaci1y aud_ience at
Cr""11on Aud1tor1um . urging . the
Reao'.gan administr.!ation to end all eco00~1 ic and poli ical ties with the
So h African aRartheid govemmenl
an stressed the riced for Black youth
to give up their d~pendence on drugs.
1
Th~ughout hij sp~ech . Jac kso n
urgf d Howard st dents to join him the
ne~ morning for fin anti-inaugurat ion
m3''ch on thC Wpite House .
Student groups celebrate Martin

st3 and 14.

founders of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority. Inc .• died Jan . 14 of natural

'•

causes at Washington Hospital Cen-

ter at the age of 96.
Who's Who Honorees. fifty -four
students, selected from among almost

200 Howard Students applicants will
appear in the 1985 edition of Who's
Who Among Students, in American
Universities and Colleges .
...

Legal battles
not all lost

•

..

\

\
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increase the quality of service dent aid. Students at Howard and two radio stations told students that
afforded students and to decrease the across the country may be forced to they would have more opportunities
amount of time required to treat

dents, a new

I

I

dent . The curriculum called for 1200
internship hours . One student told
The Hilltop that '" the hotel management program is taking its time about
getting us internships,""'yet they still
tell us to wait for them to get us intemship and we still need 1200 internship
hours to graduate . ''
Students urged to assume role in
South Afrjcan protests. After 100

~lier, that he ~ould supply the Na- days and 1900 arrests, a panel con-

tjon of Islam with arms, and that he
1
Would work wi~ Farrakhan's follow 1
rs to ''get rid of' exPloitation and
ppression ."
·
·
Farrakhan said that the offer of

1

vened at Howard and said that student
p~icipation will be the de'tennining
f~ctor in the libera~ion s_truggle in
South Africa .
The panel, which was made up of a

MOswasonlyasmallpartofQadda- Howard alumnu s, a D .C . city

•

,

licensed phar- Iege education if Congress accepts the Black press as opposed to the

macy was opened. The old medicine President Reagan ' s budget proposal white press.
"'room did not meet federal guidelines for fiscal year 1986 and goes along
University purchases Cheek
and had to be Qperated by thephysi- with the President 's plan to slash home for $115,000. Howard pur-

cians on duty with the assistance of federal aid to students.

Day Dinner, Joe Allbritton, chainnan
of the board of the Riggs National
Bank ; announced that he and his
wife, Barbara intended to contribute
$250,000 for the University ' s endowment campaign .
The endowment campaign, which

is officially called the Howard University New Direction Endowment
Campaign, was launched late in 1984

when the U.S. Congress appropriated
$2 million in matching funds for the
endowment of the University . At the
time ·of the Charter Day Convocation
on March 1, the University had raised

$1,350,000 toward the $2 -million
goal,

Pre~ident

Cheek 'said.. .

Lady Bison win MEAC. The Lady

~·

saved perhaps th,e ir finest overall effort of the season for their bigg-

est game ·as they- routed Morgan
State University 85-66 to capture the

(i ' s 30· min1iJte al:wress and the press
aistorted the co~tent arid context 9f
J:tis message . qaddafi '. s announcebient was made <iuring a speech tele¢ast from Liby~ . to. an audience in
J\,tlanta at the ~ation of Islam's an'ual Saviour's ipay convention .
·
Practicum tu;unts Howard Hotel

councilwoman , Howard professors, Mid- Eastern Athletic Conference
and a representative from the D.C . , Basketball Championship.
mayor' s office stressed that students
1be win capped off a, remarkable ,
made a difference in the civil rights Cinderella season for the Lady Bison,
struggles in the 1960's and would who bounced baCkfroma 1-lOstanto
make a difference in the struggle for win 13 of their last 18 games.
the liberation of South Africa.
Another one bites the dust. As the
'' Rai ob ow'' radio drive. Palestra floor was littered with ju-

majon. A group of third-year hotel

Entertainer Bill Cosby and the Rev.

management majors in the School of
Business were ifcensed over the prolpect of not. ~duating ' 'on time' '
~cause they h
not attain~d enough
internship )wu to meet their graduation requireme~ts .
1be students fharged that their program secured ~m one intemShip--

Jesse Jackson, fonner Democratic
presidential candidate, hosted a live
' ' radiothon'' fromNewYorkonfeb .
23 to kick off the future activities of.
the Rainbow Coalition, according to
the organization national coordination . The event was aired on 40 radio
stations across the country.

the Howard Innl-<luring the summer

Riggs Ch.a irman donated

of1984. ButoJyamaximumof320

$250,000. In a surprise announce-

bilant North Carolina A&T fans, a
stunned A.B. Williamson stood with
a blank expression on his face to explain his team's 71-69 heartbreaking
loss to the Aggies in the MEAC Conference Tournament final. For the
fou~ consecutive year Howard's

men's basketball team lost the tournament final. ''Every year it comes
down to one or two and every year we

hours wen: attainable · for each stu- ment at the annual Howard Chancr

'

.

chased the upper northwest Washing-

In an attempt to restructure the ton home of the school's president for

Demonstrati>rs oppose'. budget federal student aid program Reagan is $115 ,000. President James Cheek, in
attempting seeking to deny federally a rare intel'.View with The Hilltop, said
guar'lllteed loans to students whose that the transaction was a private ptatannual combined family income ex- ter upon which he would not comceeds $32,000. In addition, a $4,000 ment . Cheek also said that the sale
limit would be placed on the total involved his wife, but declined to
amount of federal aid a student would elaborate on her role in the transaceligible to receive in an academic tion.
year .
The sale of the house to the UnivesHUSA calls for compulsory ity raised the question of whether
class. A petition i~ support ?t·a man- Cheek was planning to leave the Unidatory Afro-Amencan Studies course versity . However, Cheek said that the
was initiated by the Student Senate. sale had nothing to do with the future
The course, if mandated by the administration of Howard.
board of trustees, would be required
Later in April, Cheek was asked by
·-ufalltncomingfreshmen . Mostdfthe the ~aiaitan bf a Senate Appropriastudents aware of the Howard Uni- tions Subcommittee to comment on
versity Student Association request the sale. Cheek said that when he was
have shown that they are behind the appointed to his post in 1969 •..hls conidea of making Afro-American Stud- tract stipulated that he could select a
ies I, a required course for un- house to live in and the University
dergraduate students . •'It's encourag- would Purchase the house . Under the
ing to see studen~s supporting this terms of the contract, Cheek could
~ove, ' ' said Aiai:i Colon, ~professor 'then exercise an option to purchase
1n the Afro-Amencan Studies Depart- the house for the price paid by the
ment.
Universityplus5percentinterest,he
Ebony publisher opens Com- said.
munications Conference. John H.
Jesse Jack.son recovers in H. U.
Johnson, editor and publisher of Hospital. After complaining of
Johnson Publishing Co. , addressed headaches and shonness of breath,
participants of the 14th Annual Com- the Rev . J~se Jackson was admitted
munications Conference during its to Howard University Hospital. The
opening session, urging them., to use medical director of the hospital said
persuasion in order to get what they Jackson was diagnosed as suffering
want in life .
from a severe case of sinusitis and 8.
Johnson , Who owns three maga- collapsed lung . Jackson was released
zincs Ebony, Jet , and Ebon , Jr. and the followin ._w::,::ee::k:,;·-----.......1

•

r1
The Hilllop wins regional award; Eric Green, 23, a pre-med student ,

University president asks Con-

The Hifliop clinched second-place died April 7 from injuries he received gr..., for $151 million. James Cheek
honors in its region in the 13th annual
Mark of Excellence Awards contest
sponsored by the Society of Pro·
fessional Journalists, Sigma Delta
Chi. The Diamondback, a daily
newspaper at the University of Mary-

appeared before the Senate subco~ttee on appropriations to request $151,230,000 for the 1986
fiscal budget. Cheek told Congress
that the request was $7 million less
than last year's appropriation and did
land, was awarded top honors.
and was a member. of Kappa Alpha nol include funds for faculty or. adTask force established to study Psi Fraternity .
ministrator salary increases or new

while test-driving a motorcycle .
Green who had been majoring in
microbiology, had been cleared for
graduation this month . Green worked
·as a receiving clerk in the Howard
University Hospital emergency room

mandatory Afro-American Studies
Leland wgies minorities owoenhip construction at the University.
initiative. After months of petition- of media. Congressman Mickey LeFootb811 stadium for resurfacing.
1ng, President James Cheek es-

Biso~

•

-

fed~rally

siu- find other means to' finance their col- for advancement while working for

Howard Professor Speaks-out cuts and apartheid. Demonstrators
Against South Africa. Mary Frances gathered around the grounds of the
Berry. a member of the United States U.S. Capitol in the latest of a series of
Commission on Civil Rights and a demonstrations which began in late
professor of history and law at Ho- November to protest the Reagan adward. addressed members of the ministration's continued support of
media and the Howard community. apartheid in South Africa and to make
Berry. along with District of Col- known their disaproval of his proumbia Delegate Walter Fauntroy and p:>sed federal budget cuts that were
Randall Robinson, executive director submitted to the House of RepresenOf TransAfrica , developed the ''Free tatives .
South Africa Movement' ' to pressure
Among those attending the defor the elimination of the South Afri- monstration was Howard journalism
can system of apartheid .
professor Charles Simmons who exNew dean named to Fine Arts pressed his dissatisfaction with the
Post. TheCollegeofFineArtsnamed proposed budget cuts. According to
Vada E . Butcher as its new dean Simons the Reagan administration
following the registration of .fonner ''is giving the impression that they
dean Thomas Flagg. Butcher, prior to are cutting the budget, and that isn't
.. herreappointmentasdean,servedon true. They're actually taking money
Howard's faculty for 30 years, from from the people part of the budget and
1946 to 1976. She was dean of the ~sferril_!g it to the J!lilitary. "
college from 1972 to 1976, before
Jamaican Economy sparks proFlagg assumed the duties .
tests. Jamaica's Minister of Public
Infant found in library. A •Black Utilities and Transport, Pernel
female infant was discovered aban- Charles, told a group of Howard studoned in a women's restroom near the dents that calm persists on his CaribMedical-DentalLibraryonJan. 31 by bean island, but, economically, his
a freshman dental student. The stu- country is under ''severe strain."
dent said that she had gone to the Charles's comment came in the wake
restroom just before going to the Ii- of reports of a two-day demonstrabrary to study where she found a tion, which resulted in SCf.ven deaths .
naked baby wrapped in a white sheet Charles said that the reports were senin the sink.
.
siltional and had a negative effect on
University health center opens the island's tourist industry .
1,;;•tu;:;:d:;;•;;n:.t,::P;;h;;arma;,;;;:;;cY:_·;.I;:n;.an:;;;,;:~tt;;e;;m;;i;pt;.•;;o;.__.:;R::ea:
bud et cuts aimed at stu·

arc

d
of

Economy
sparks
protests ·

'

.---------------'

louis ·Farrakhan : no revolt
ann.ed. Minisfer Louis Farrakhan,
tional represe?tative of the Nation
Islam, held al press conference at
~e Howard Inn ~o refute claims that
if: intends to overthrow.the American
govemment witH aid of Libyan leader
uammar Qaddafi.
The press co~ference followed an
nouncement t:>y Qaddafi , a week

Jamaica

Cowtroqm eqnque111

nurses.

1;
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land (0- Texas) implored Blacks to Athletic Director Leo Miles an- - ·;
nounced that plans were underway to
resurface the football stadium and

track. Citing May 15 as an approximate starting date, Miles said that a

more durable synthetic turf would be
used to replace the stadium's present
grass surface.

Commencment speaker announced. Author Maya Angelou was
selected to the keynote speaker at the

University's I 17th Cof\UDCDCCmen
Exercises. Angelou is noted for her

work as an author, and her production
for theater, film and tClevision.

Currently a member of the Wike Fortablished a task fOf<C' iO investigate purchase media holdings being di- esi University faculty, Angelou will
the feasibility of requiring all incom- vested by Capital Cities Com- receive the honorary degtces of docing freshmen to take an Afro- munications Inc. after it announced tor of letters.
.
American Studies course as part of an agreement to purchase American Student p - Coon. Ill n:taliathe requirements for graduation. The Broadcasting Co. Inc. Leland said tion of derogatory n:marb made by

task force is to' be comprised of the
University's vice-presidents as well
u student · and faculty n:presentalives.
Student dies In ~ acddeot.

that not only would it be an excellent Adolf Coon Company Chief Execuopportunity for minorities to pur- live Officer William K. Coors .obout
chase the.se holdings, but it would Black, several students burned caps
also be to Capital Cities' advantage to
sell to minorities.

.·•
'

•

•

'
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By Garry G. Denny ·
l.ebt.19 & Nb Edto'

.

Volunteers. A 1960's prep recklessly joins the Peace Corps in
order to escape a huge gambling debt. His assignment in Thailand is the setting for what I imagine to be some pretty good
comedy. Considering the cast (Tom Hanks and John Candy) I
don't think it can miss.
Real Genius. A contemporary comedy about two roommates
a high-tech college who experiment with weird inventions and
some intrigue. Written by the same folks who produced "Splash."
The Mon With One Red Shoe. A remake of the pcpular French
comedy about spy-jinks and other intrique. stars Tom Hanks and
Jim Belushi.
.
Cocoon. Director Ron Howard is back. After huge critical and
financial acclaim for "Night Shift" and "Splash" this science fantasy abcut a delightful group of people who meet aliens is bound
to be a hit. Good special effects. Stars Steve Guttenberg ("Police
Academy"), Hume Cronyn and Maureen stapleton.
Prlzzl's Honor. Jack Nicholsotl and the sultry Kathleen Turner
return to the screen in this underworld romance taken from the
pages of a Richard Condon novel.
Bod Medicine. The comic ·misadventures of an American
medical student in Latin Amenca. Steve Guttenberg and Julie
Hagerty star.
.
Goonles. The only thing steven Spielberg would say about this
film is that it is a fantasy. But deeper digging hos revealed thatlhe
plot is centered around a group of kids who embark on a magical
adventure to the center of the Earth. stars Ke Huy Quan from
"Indiana Jones."
. Notional Lampoon's Vacation In Europe. This obviously
takes off where the first ,film left off. Stoning Chevy Chase and
Beverly D'Angelo. Looks to be a gooa summer comedy.
Pale Rider. Everyone's best bet for summer bucks. Clint Eastwooa tries a little plains justice in this western adventure. Also stars
Richard "Jaws" Kiel.
Road Warrior Ill. Mel Gibso~turns in the second sequel to the
ever-popular "Madd Moxx" hit. Joining him in the world of devastation and gloom is Miss Legs herself, Tina Tumer. Could prove
interesting.
Brewster's Miiiions. Richard Pryor plays a man who must spend
$30 million dollars in one month in order to inherit $300 million. The
trick : he must do so without telling anyone or accruing any assets.
Co-stars John Candy.
Fletch. A comedy about an investigative reporter who is
approached by a man who wants to be murdered. Chevy Chose
and Tim Matheson star.
Back to the Future. A teenager goes back 30 years in time
and ends up meeting his parents to be. Complications set in when
he can't come bock. N actor Michael J. Fox ("Family Ties") sta~.

.

Every summer the motion picture companies release what"
seems 10 be an endless deluge of movies designed to catch your ·
fancy. ortunately, or unfotunately depending upcn your perspec' tive. th s year is no different.
·
List
below are tpe major releases planned for this summer.
You'll rind some inter~sting, bizarre and probably a few recognizable plots. but don't let that deter your enthusiasm.
The [ Bride. Rocks nger Sting co-stars with Jennifer Beals ·of
"Flastiµance" fame as Dr. Frankenstein. After creating his perfect
love (~eals) the good doctor runs into complications when hEi falls
in lov with the monster.
·
St. E.mo's Fire. G~rgetown is the setting for this "Big Chill" clone
about six high schoo grads who learn about adult respcnsibilites.
stars Rob Lowe and All Sheedy.
Frig~! Night. A ttyiller abcut a bey who tries to convince the
pcliCEj and his pare~ts that a vampire is respcnsible for a recent
string of killings. He j9ins forces with,a N horror movie host and sets
out tolsolve the crirries. Stars Roddy McDcwell.
A Vjlew To A_Klll.1In this fourteenth James Bone movie 007 is
pitted against a villain who wants to demolish Califooiia's famed
silico~ valley and b<jcome the worlds only microchip manufacturer. Stars Roger Moore (the weak Bond) and the irrepressible Grace
Jones
·
·I ·
Red Sonja. A film posed on the Marvel Comic bcok series of the
samJ n"!me. Bridgette Nielson plays the title character which is
kind bf like Conan 11n drag. Also stars the muscle-man himself,
Arnold Schwaizenegger.
Year of the Drog9n. Director Michael Cimino's first film since his
·$40 rliillion disaster · Heaven's Gate." This time.it's a pclice drama
abcljt a detective Mickey Rourke) in New York who tries to rid
Ct;!niJlown of drug · rafficking.
Sei;rel.Admlrer. A chain of anonymous love letters sets off a
se<ies/of misadventures in the lives of a hi(lh school jcnior. his potential girlfriend and ttjeir parents. Stars C. Thomas Howell and Lori
· Laughlin. .
·I
Rambo. The lonq-awaited sequel to Sylvester Stallone's "First
Bloclt" Here he g~s to Vietnam in order to locate and rescue
prisq:'iers and MIA's Co-stars Richard Crenna.
l:il!eforce. A sci jfi thriller focusing on frozen alien creatures
bro hi back to Ea[th. As,it turns out these creatures intended on
co " g here in order to use humans as a fooa supply. Kind of a
croSji between "V" pnd "Soylent Green." Sounds pretty silly to me.
Fqlr Is Fair. The sfpry of o woman who becomes a modem-day
1
leg~nd after she oo
/ comes a fugitive from the law. stars Helen
"Supergirl" Slater. .

'
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Ecology published a report which
provided a number of proposals to
Students Protest ~partheid. Ho- help reduce the level of unemploywarl:J faculty . staff ard s1udent body ment among Black youth. Among the
join!ed the picket line at the South proposals were the creation of jobs
Af~· can E1nbassy 19 denounce the and training programs, the developsys em of apartheid in South Africa ment of a national stay-in-school proan 1 show clear re ~ istance against gram and a national job bank for
U . ' . ties with th d seg regation is t Black youth .
sys eni.
I
· Howard's men's track team wins
MEAC indoor. Howard ' s men's and
easies outbreak on college campu . Following a ~ise in the nu~ber women's track teams ended their indoor track season shattering school
of , ported cases of measles on carn1
~ record s and making history . For the
pu):es across the country, the .Amerfirst time the men Won the Midica.rt College Heall~ Association , an
Eastem Atlantic Conference at Salsor~anization ofCollCge and university
stu1tent health centr rs , passed a reso- bury, Md ., placing first and second in
many of the events . The women's
lution that would require students to
shdw proof of imn1unization prior to team had to settle for third place, losen~olling at a coilJge or university . ing out by just two points to South
California State.
fatricia Harris dies . A fonner
Protesters oppose rent control
de•n of Howard 's law school and
ci~il rights organif er in Washington , a~t. More than 200 protesters demonPa ricia Roberts Harri s died March 23 str_ated the District Building in supat he age of 61 afier a long bout with port of continuing rent control in the
city, an issue the D.C. City Council
ca cer. Harris ha~ served as ambas'
satlor to Luxembourg during the hotly debated .
A proposal introduced by CouncilJotinson adminisµ.ation and was. io
t:"irlit Black SecreE of Housing and man John Ray would lift controls on
housing units as they become vacan(,
U · ~n.Dev~lopint under the Carter
a system known as vacancy dea 1n1strat1on .
Student praised in Ebony . True control. Under this bill, rent control
would gradually wither away . The
.. M~_thema~ics , a ~~tive o.f New York
bill raised controversy among renters
&ld a senior po~1t1cal science major, as
well as councilmembers.
w'.)s cited as one of 30 young future
Senator introduces AntiB\ack leaders in/Ebony . Mathematics
.was noted for Ris achievements in a apartheid bill. ·Senatot Lowell
Weicker Jr. (R ., Conn.) joined with
number of · or~anizations. such as
Senate and House colleagues in in.:
•
los

the same" way.· · said Bison
me ~ 's basketball A. B. Williamson .

•'
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''

'
'

H)JSA, the Sav,e Our Children Coalit1~~·

~ational

Organization

ol Black Univen;ity and College Studctnts.
/
!Chemistry student dies. Agegne-

",.

\

h' Tesfaye .di~d March I5 of a heart
attack . TesfaYie , who was 29 at the
~ime

'

l
'

•
''
•

and the

of his d'i.ath, h.ad just passed a

physical exanvnation.at the Washington Hospital qenter the day before his
death, accordfng to the University's
administrator of health services.

I Hilllop editor llJlmed. ~he Hilltop

troducing the Anti-Apartheid Act of

j
\

*

mortality among Blacks. An extra $2
million was allotted for overhead
costs such as light, heating and other
facility costs.
Infant mortality in the United
States remains among the highest
among developed nations. This is due
in large part to the high mortality rate
of Black infants, which is double that
of white infants.
Researchers in the School of Hu man Ecology and the College of
Medicine will simultaneously work
on four separate, but highly interrelated, studies in a project entitled, ''Nutrition, Other Factors and
the Outcome of Pregnancy .''

Phis
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Magazine says President Cheek
eyed Jor federal ;slot. Jet magazine
reported that President Cheek is under consideration by the Reagan ad~
ministration for an appointment as the
United States ambassador to Romania. However, both the White House
and the University deny that Cheek is
under any such consideration.
Roger Estep, vice president for development and University relations,
said that the Jet report was false and

Ap ri·1

'

'

year study of the causes of high infant

1985, a package of immediate economic sanctions against the South
African government. The legislation
is designed to encourage the Pretoria that Cheek knew nothing about any
government to improve the quality of such consideration.
life for that nation's Blacks and move - ' : " " - - - : : - : : - - - - - - - away from its system of legal racial
discrimination.
fn>m pas• 5
Coogreas••wn keynote speaker at that been donated by Coors as part of
Coorocaticn. Rep. Louis Stokes (D., a Black Arts Festival, sponso"'d by
Ohio), keynote speaker at Howard's the Undergraduate Student Assembly

policy boardjelected junior broadcast Charter Day Convocation last Friday,
journalism rajor Carol D. Winn as warned Blacks that they should be
the I985-8 editor-in-chief of The concemed about the quality of educa, ~i/ltop, W/nn defeated Garry G. lion that their youth are receiving,
especially since American education
nny in t;r bid for the post.
Report sjudies .Blaek youth un- has been ''on trial in recent months as
~
emplo
. The School of Human never before.''
'

As part of the Convocation ceremony celebrating the I 18th anniversary of the founding of the Uni versity, President Cheek awarded a
Doctor of Humanities honorary degree to Stokes prior to his address
before a half-filled Cramton Auditorium crowd.
Howard received grant for infant
death research. The National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development awarded Howard a
grant of $2.5 million to launch a five -
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(UGSA). Rep,.,sentatives of UGSA
said that inspin: of the n:marks, because Coors had signed an agreement
with several civil rights organization
to increase the number of Black employees and executives in its company, they did not see a problem in

.
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/, Desiree F . Hieb , being of
sound mind and body, do hereby
lwqueath to the 1985-86 Campu.s

ta!

Editor of Tiu HllJb>p all of the
hassles, MadacMs, joy, and fun

qUealh t~fol/owing: To LoryetI leav IM knowledge ofw/uJt
it takes t IN T-H-E woman, two
Californi~ Coolers, and IM fine
1Mr of my own Mr. Righi. To
'
~
P -•. I /ea re
an autographed copy
"How 10 Make it Through How rd Without Going Bald or
Gf~·' aM OM year'~ immunity
Jr;m th terrorist airs of the
M. CLP. To Emily, I -leave Mr .
R hi' s o Mr brother (ol<hr and
Ji r), i nite t/uJnksforall ofthe
time we had together and

that go along with getting the section ready every week. Enjoy the
wukly voyages to ''The Record''
and I will think about when you
are just getting ho~ around 2
a .m . on Thursdays. Good luck!

SoliiJry thought-. ' 'I'm sure
it 1s him, not us.'' To Terry, I
l~ve

IM r,_esponsibility offinding
a fity in£rkansas with only one
Mme. T, Cleopatra, I leave a
c 'PY of I senior comprehensive
.. ( , hD),!Magic' s privalt phone
··
mber ( never told you we wtre

in E.T.. t/uJt wonderful "assistan1, '' my position as secretary of
Frederick Douglass (good luck
on getting invi1ed 10 dinner), and
all of the wonderful fringe benefits that go along with being a
studenl at H . U. and in the School
of ''C." Lots of luck next year.

s ting each otMr?), and a pla-

q t hon f ring th.t most ' 'conSG'ious'' fioman in Virginia BtaCh . To Santita, I leave the
rtspons bility for Touisj·ant
J~n.es. m~mbership in ' 'Preppies
Ahonymo · · and eternal friendship.' To enry, I leave a key to
tht door . LaRoy and the mass's are g ing to close on us. To
Nicole, I eave a bronzed cop.v of
t+ UPI tylebook (even though
you have
doubt memorized ii
ready). o Desiree, /leave all
my life savings (if you wrap it
i a Klee x. it won't jingle). To
.rofessor Yene , I can leave noth i g but endless gra1i1ude for an
. e riching lcollege experience. To
. yce Hat ris, I leave an original
y ofJTrhe Three Musketeers.
o Scott, I leave the conten1ion
that you re no1 1he finest BUcknJr on the ~ard. To Ghana , I /~ave
&st wishfs. And to my parents.
i>elma ahd Don, I lea ve you
/jre_etings '·n the Islamic lradition ,
'j'A salao alaikum ."

'

I , Todd Bolden, being of very
sound mind and body, would like
to express gratitude toward certain campus organizations that I
hold dearest: The I) Center for
Insurance Education ; 2) Office of
Student Recruitment ; and 3)
Homecoming Committee. Thank
you for what you have given me.
To IM best of my ability, I will
continue to give to you.
/,Todd Bolden , beingofexrremely sound mind and body, would
like to thank Ms . Pat Hill for being the person that she is. I will
never forget you, and I hope that
the same holds true for yoU with
respect to me .
/ , Todd Bolden , being of sound
mind and body, do hereby wish
my partners Darold Fountain ,

Ben Small, and Miu ' 'SpoonLy' '
Graham much success in CONQUERiNG their upcoming and
last semester at Howard Univer sity. Keep pushing brothers .
There 's only an inch of that long
mile left.

o Calvin · For being thnt spec1a1
omeone ~n my life who so often
ade th d~(ference between
eakness and perseveranci; to
ou for ~haring with me your
, trengths; I (eave a million
I hanks. ith love, Elisa .

•

,

, P.G ., oble, do hereby. will to
'Keith H ~ nderson , Earnest
reene , ad Bridget Watson, the
ontinued\ ' 'N''ish ways to this
ears UGSA staff And I hope that
tyou have successful and prorow ye r. Reme~r the misakes thal were made this year
/and try to vercome them : I have
atl the co dence and faith in you
1
'l°nd that ~ou ,w ill ' be H .U. no

~

I will you my memories of
Cooper Hall, Highway 85 Soutlr
and the driver's seat of E.C. 's
car. (Not to mention Cuba. )May
your lap never be empty ... Tell
Cam I said Hi . . . and may Popeyes stand as a monumenl of our
long lasting friendship .

f!.Jljame. F1nolly, DON'T CAIL
1ME, Q._OSSY!!'

f

I , Rita McNeil/, being of sound
mind and body do hereby bequeath my love for Delta and
AlpM chapter with Sarah Bar·
nen, myW.T. withSusanCannaday, and to Sonya Locken , I leave
what she asked for.

SANT/TA. (Golden Lioness ).

f

Cont. from page 11

-

To all the members of the School
of Communications Student
CounCil (especially the Executive
Officers and the Departmental
Represenlatives): I had a hell ofa
. year working with you guys and I
can truly say/' m gkuf that I 'm in

the School of C. Tlulnks for 1oki1og me ''under your wings'' and I
wish the best that God has to offer
to all of our Graduating Seniors/
-Robert Frelow

"

Kharen W. From 16th Street to
the luxurious Slowe hall, Michigan on long island iced tea, to 8
hour study sessions, ''triflingness' ', ''brokedowncss '', butter
croisants and Popeye's chicken-I
think we can qualify for blood
sisters What do ya think.? Hey
note this fact- Good Times Are

Hello Un:hin,
Just wantek! to take this opporrunity to s ss to you that Howard is the ''Mecca'' . If you
don't come, ou'll wonder what
you missed, but I will love you
111yway. ·
Your sistq

)

Luv T.E.H.

Yo Homegirls: Richie Rich and
Lisa Lee
You"two arc too live for me!
But I hope this isn't the last time
we ''kick it live ''. Bed enough I
rarely see the both of you but we
have an entire year to ''chill until
. we can chill no more' ' . I hope to
tell y~ two that we have got to
conquer Rochester next!
Love Always, ''Kinu:ny D' '

~

Good to
ya. And it wasn't
so bad li~g next door to you .
"(After all, I coold have had the
~riley br~hers for next--door
neighbors. ~ Best wishes next
yeor and, forever. Keep ill touch,

I
'

. 'furl<ey. .

. ..

sowtd mind and body, do hereby
~q~ath the following to the parties lis,ted ~low:
To Danielle, my infamous brown
Carpet, my designer sweatshirt,
and my heart. to my sister Vonnie, I leave the _th termination to
achieve high academic stan-

queath my last will and testament. To Carol Winn and the

1985-86 Hilltop-staff,/ leave you
a headache . To Mr. James S .
Johnson and the Moorland
Spingarn Research Center #0.ff. /
leave my veatest apprec;iation .
~ f<q; ysur Mlp; ~ep up-·,M ex-

·-ctllent WQrk.
Aiui to E. EtMlbert
••

Mpltolding the Hill name.
To Tracey M cC, I leave ~
electric blue Chevette and my
love. To Dawn W. , I leave you
some E&J, Iced Tea, and much
love. To Tiffani, I leaw: you a
dime bag, a canon_of Newpons
and my love . To Karen and
Lynette,/ leavey ou a hug, a kiss ,
and thanks for your patience. To
Cheryl, I leave you my love, a ·
hu8, and something red and
white.
·

Miller,- you are an asset to this
institution and a treasure to the
world of Black studies.
ToSuite460: You all were amazing. Thanks for everything.
Renee P.

Alia.s 464W

.. I, Lenese Corinl Herbert, being
of unsound mind but together
body, do Mreby leave the following as I depart this life of a Howard University undergraduate
student. My fondest love goes out
to the N .0 .B .U.C.S. Executive

To Alane, I leave -y._ou·/ove, affection, and a warning 'that I'll be
coming by your crib for the upcoming Alpha conven1ion. To the
Alpha Sweethearts, I leave you
thanks for your cards. I will always hold you close to my heart.
S[Hcial love goes lo Margaret,
Stephanie, Michelle , Wendy ,

Board of 1984-85. To Bobby
Hoover, I leave my friendship
and our long phone conversations; thanks for all your
support and confidence in ''your
prez' '"this year and remember,
BE GOOD.I To Crystal Robertson, I leave htr the ability to be
' soother for the
the calmer and
nut Exec Board. since she did
such a great job of it this year. By
the way, Crystal, you did not see
mt. that night at tMt particular
''House'' (which name I will not
mention , since I want to preserve
my good ima.ge)l To Traci Tait, I
leave many tranquilizers and
sedatives (''Clear and Punchoul!
I Mve to rehearse!); good luck
next year, Traci. To Craig Hall , I
leave all my jokes about his condition of ''open-nosedness . ''
Keep educating, Brother Hall
(ha ha.) To my little sister, Felicia Founlain, I leave a belt (when
she gets too · grown), unlimited
credit on her credit cards. and
the following phrase : you're still
triflin' /To Paris Inman (alias the
Babe), I leave your weakness-my
sweetness (M-ha.') Take care of
yourself. thighs. To Terry PoDunJc ·Perkiils, I leave my love
and enduring friendship . Even
though I will not go to law school
with you, /'II still remember how

Mary , Monique, Holly B .. Holly
W . • Royace, Zoe, Tina , Dee-Dee
Kina, Cherie, Karen, and Dereine.

To the H ii/top staff, I leave you
thanks for a memorable year (especially Jan , Ghnna , Nicole, /rrlfe lda , Lucretia, Joyce and

Evelyn). To oil my otMr friends
and associates, good-bye and
good luck in your future endeavors. It 's been R-E-A-ll!!
To The Brothers of Beta, I leave
you the determination to continue

to uphold IM high standards of
Alpha Phi Alp/uJ: Monly deeds ,
scholarship, and love of all man.-

kind.
Always
Harold W. Hill

"EXTERMINATOR Ill"
10-BETA -82

•

/ , }O)'ce M . Harris being ofsound
mind and body do hereby bequeath my last will and testament. To my close friends Vonnie , Lisa. Ray and Wendell, I
/ea\'t. my_ love prayers and assurance of eternal friendship . To
Stanley Williams, thanks for
keeping me in The Word.
I wish the best to The Hilltop

l M/e<d lug your IMhiN> down

Ca~ Hall, wheel yOu Ground

Howard Ho'spital, and ~alrnost
ran out of gas after the party. I
will especially remember the
dance (''Am I holding you too
tighl? HA HA!) I 'll miss you terribly, T. Bamma Po-Dunk. To
Kevin Taylor, I leave more love
and happiness than he's given me
lhese four years (and that's aJot).
I also leave you all your cracks
about my ability 10 ' ·rock'' men
and the '' lenese addicts.' '

stoff 1984-85 . You were the
ONE.
Love,
Joyce

•
-To Darryl Richards. Hang on
to your great penooality and
yards of talent. I'll miss you.
Kep in touch. Bucky.

.
Undlotd of 663

•

To the graduating brothers of
Omega Psi Phi (especially those
of Sp 82)-What can I say? You
were quite a welcoming ~om
mittce freshman year and you've
come to mean more to me than
you may ever know . I 'll miss you
so! Take care and know that I'll
love you always. 20-A-85 bka
''Duck Butter''
To my graduating sorors: · In
the shon time our bond has had to
fonn, I've come to respect, admire, and appreciate you so very
much . Continue carrying the
glowing light of strength and progressiveness as you go to make
your indelible mark upon the
world . I love you so, so much
(especially 30-A-83-1'11 miss you
so!). Thank you for your ~ove and
wisdom. T .T .B.O. D. 20-A-85
Songbird

Hawaii Five-0,
Before you there were none
and after you thelO shall be no
more. Thanks for a strange but
wonderful friendship. Best of
luck in Atlanta. You are (in spite
of wlW I may tell you to keep yoo
bumble) a together penoo who
deserves. nothinB less than endless happiness. Take care.
Hollywood

-

/, Eddie Brown, being of soNNI
mind and body Mreby bequealh
this last will and testament. I

I, N . PaJrice Townsend, do
"Hereby", TMreof', and "In
addition to'' , will to Keith Hentkrson and Earnest Greene tM
contim4td ''N' 'ish ways of tM

thank God and my -family for
making my "eirig or Howard
possible.. TO tlw entire Howard
community, I leave my favorite
quote wrinen by George Washington Carver, he said' 'TM man.
who can do the common things in.
life in an Uncommon manner will
command the a1tention of Ihe
world.'' My fellow Howardites,
never be afraid to~ yourselves.
It's easy to be in a group, but
Mrd to be an individual. Choose
to be an individual. because your
unique creation is your own .
Over the four yeiJrs I have met a

most

pa.st UGSA stQff, but
of all
my ben wishes for a prosperous
and successful year in UGSA,· to

all of my most illustrious and

DedicaJed sorors ofAlp/uJ ChaP,ter, ·Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc., IM wisdom and knowledge
-to excel, the strength to tndlp'~
and the lDllt to bond w forever
and always remember ''. . .for it
knows one secret . . . how to

cling"; To Big John, Hayden,
Toney, Tracey, ''Mommi'', Jeff
and the rest ofThe Family'' much
success and Wve for making my
last year ' 'UVE' '; To Robert my

lot of people, so forgive me if I
leave some of you all out. You all
have a special place in my heart.
To Brenda Benjamin, nry lady, I
leave all the graces of God and
time for these a'l the ma.in elements of our destiny. To Shawn
Kincaid, I leave my cool (ladies
take notice of this brother, M's
bad!). To Will Dyson, I leave my
leadership abilities to make a difference in this world. To Chris
Cathcart, I leave my charisma to
go alone with his own . To Bernadette Robinson , I leavt a
C .P .A . certificate. "To Kevin
Grevious, I leave Maryl us
Starks . To Sharon Lt.once, I
leave my happiness. To Alpha-

ofjeciion and friendship forever
for being a special person in my

life; And jinolly to all of those I
have not mentioned, thanks for
your friendship, concern and
strength in tMse years at Howard
U. I lov.e you, I love you all, but I
got to go!!! If you're ner in Mississippi ~ drop Uy and see me in
Tupelo! Again, to all ofmy sorors

I
•

'

•

'

SKEE-WEE

I
•'

N. Patrice Townsend
14-A-83
"TM Who"

Phi-Alp/uJ, I leave IM stalus of

'

Jenifer, I•leave nothing because I
know this friendship will be
around for years to come. On
second thoughl, I. would lilt to
leave her all the hilarious moments we' ve shared as '' hench ~
~n .'' Because of our friendship, I can fin/er say I didn't get
anything from Howard.
I would also liU to leave per-

number one fral on the yard! To

Edword "Buddy" Bullard, I
leave my witticism to charm all
the ladies. To Francine Hagler, I
leave the· future with Harry . To
JoleM Badger, I leavi a ''Run

D.M .C." album. To Eugene
Kenney and DerekJoMs, I leave
mental and spiritual guidance .
To Paul Vessels, I leave a new
Ma.sserani. •To the world, I leave
an impression of me . THANK

fect classes for all tM professors

GOD .

Rob, You have really grownfrom
tMt shy guy I met in Drew four
years ago to ,be quite a young
man . The last three and a Nd/
years have been interesting, if
nothing else . There weft the
good times, the very good times,
the not so good times, and yes,
·evtn thebad times. Bllt, fftJf>i#tl/
all thal, we have both grown tremendously and if nothing else, we

••

.. .

,

who gave me something special:
Dr. Ridley, Carmen Coustaut,
Dr. Thornton ,.rDr. Harrell, Dr.
Tate, Dr. R. SmitJ!. I would liU
to leave my love to the first positive person I ever spoke to on
Howard's campus, Karen Murdock , who/ leave all ofthe gossip
she can find on her own after I've
gone! To my senior friends, I
leave success, happiness, love,
friendship, and craziness forever
as we rravel into the heaven of
''Howard ·university Gradual~
Lovi to the Mecca and
4
....
w
t shoulM stand for.
1
Faith

'

are friends . We've worud /uJrd
for this day , someti~s together
and sometimes apart, bUl we've
worked Mrd . So enjoy to the
utmost and congratualtions from

tM bonom of my Man.
Faith

To Lynette A . Noble, I will do you
all the love, concern and confidence that you have shown me in
my years here. No one could a.sk
for a better sister. You know
where to reach me if you Med any

money.
With Love,
Pammie

•

•

•

•

-

to t e
ass o -.

..

Crystal,
Good luck on YO!Jr finals .
Don ' t set the curve too high .
Also, if you are not in touch next
year , I will punish you with
death .
Jan

Surely Ahead.

Adrie.W CF,k.
Be happy black people!! 'Glad
yoM're here
Jan

PiaPia,

mind and body do hereby be-

FRIEND

rve Miss Fussbudget

•

I Joyce M . Ha"is being of sound

/ , Harold William Hill, being of

dards, and IM responsibilifY of

/, Desiree F . Hicks, being of
sound mind and bo(iy, do hereby
bequeath to my roomie , Caryn
M. Uwis, my incredible ability to
study while taking one of those
eight -hour naps, all of the
acrobatic critters that hang-out

+

•

r

/

.

!fan Buckner, /Ming of sound
milfl/ anJ body, do ,Mreby be-

I,

' ~I'

Mal!izine tri>m Pagit ; ·
In 10gards to future pllns _for the
magozine, Patrick said that in addition
to es11blisbing a more diverse staff, be
would like to See more technical articles
submitted by the students within the
School of &g;necring, as well as more
support from the Univesity student
body and orgaizllioos.
"We [the School ofEngino<•illil do
not act enough ·~ from .school
org1niz•tions like HUSA or UOSA.
With more aupport, it would ollow ua to

publish more issues and IOICb other
univenities with subjects they do not
address, like, urbanization and trchnology in the Third World, and the role of
cbe engineer in South Africa,'' said Patrick.
This aemescer's iss•JC of Tlw Howard
Engilwer is cum:ntly avail±le for llU·
dents and flCUlty. It containa a feolme
story eatitlod, "lli&hlisbtin& the Stnissle to Bnd ApouleiJ," wbicb mould
beofintaestto.U Univasity """"dts .
1be i18'JC allo inclur'e1 an incerview

'
•

with Bishop Turu's dlllp•ter, a Howud
engineerin& Ibid I •t.
.For studellll wbo live in off
campus dormitlll'iea, the c:&iml illUIC
incl..... an article Wti1' , I by I civil
engineerin& ~ whobu I piopc 11 d
sbunle bus l)llOm . .\i.o ii ID
mticle 00 a ttud at ..t.o ftlClh Dd I pel·
eat ud Oii I DOW Czp'it CT IU) dlip
that sboallcl "'YOludoaize the Iii I ll) of
oo+•\l" I I.
"'Thia Clh,otiNll'Y ia• wW DO
«bmt .,,,_:wi·T-.,~· ........ lllid.
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·, e ad111i11istrators, faculty, staff and students ~ish to
. <;ongratµlate you upon your gradl1:ation from Howard
· niversity! Welcome to the cadre of. alu111_11i! As yo11
eave these po . ls tojoin·the·; ·t housands of Howard
raduates
oughoµt the world" vou will fmd that a
a.1·111 reception awaits you fro1n your -f ellow alu11111i.
ith the passage of time, .your years spent at Howard
ill _b ecome even more mea11i11gful, and an
.
indescribable feeling of joy awaits you, as you encounte . ·
:ne, and yet another, who has· shared the ''Howard
, Experience,':' recognizing it fondly as a major, bin · ig
. ead in the fabric of life. You have
en a giant step
n .what promises to be a bright and glorious future.
1\1.ma,Mater wishes to be at your side with 'each step .
ou
e. To do ·s, however, you must. advise the
· University of ·a current addre~s and career/professional
rogteSS . . ~ "~' en··,:·.~ ·:": Ofltl·a tiott should be ·s ent' to:· the
. " :" .~~
! · epa1·t1nent of Alu11111i
airs.
e Howard University
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DDS/MD flcm pir I
By John c. Bruington
. • ; '"." c

, • ,_

'r,w0Un1vers1ty students have been
ai:e!s~ed for J>?5S~ss10~ of cocaine
w~t~ intent to_d1stnbute on _connection
wn~ the Apnl 22 drug ratd ?"room
3-lf3 Slowe Hall. Accord1n11 to a

co~rt document th~ appr~x1ma~e

va}ue of the ~oca~ne set~ed 1s

stance.

that a white powder substance confiscated from the same room proved
positive for cocaine, the search warrent states.

.

A police document, states that both
defendants were inside the premises
when the warrant was executed and
that the room is assigned to Donna

McDan1el said that he did Thomto~, a ~oward $tudent.

.tro~t, .MI . Both 1~d1v1duals were

fouj1<11ntheposse~s1on.of52~~of

notknowwhattheresultwouldbeon
''Th
. 0 l
the May 17 court date, but that _he
ere ia ~ Y o~e
would appear to represent the on- charge; poaaeaaion with
terests of the United States Govern- intent to diatribute a con•
ment.
According to an affidavit in sup- trolled aubatance. ''

wh~te PJ':"der which pro~ed ~s1t1ve
for i coca1~e upon. c.onf1scat1on .by
~ · f · police off1c1als . Both 1nd1v~dualS have ~n released on their
personal recognizance ~nd face a

port of the search warrant the room
had been udner surveillance for some
time before the actual raid occurred.
D .C. PoliceofficerJosephL. O'donnell then conducted an official search
of the room after it had been learned

Business
Much ado

·petition, however, was not brought
before the faculty in a meeting," he
said . ''I just happened to see it
circulating.''
Wilson has been dean of the school
since its establishment. Prior to com- to Hall , only about one-third of
ing to Howard, he led the School of J. iecrui~ers looki~g . for sales and
Business at Texas Southern Univer- marketing people 1ns1st that prospecsity where he was foundin'g dean to rtive ca.~didates. have marketing deaccrcdit8tion.
grees. You will find the best sales. He has been operator of his own men in corporate America have liberaccounting firm , manager of the al .arts deg~s ... and many are
mortgage loan portfolio of a Texas- chief ~x.ecut1v~ officers .
based insurance company, consultant
Dunng Hall s past 15 ye~ at
with the General Accounting Office ward he has found th~t recru1t~rs are
and the Agency for International De- very concerned with applicants
velopmcnt, and member of the board grade-point-average B.?d _writte~ as
of directors of corporations and cdu- well as verbal commun1cat1ons skills.
cational business organizations.
However, the Howard gradua~es
·'I think Wilson is 80 percent of the that are h~d~st to pla~e are tho~.w~th
.reason why we have 8 new building,•• comm~nc1a~1ons ma~ors and ~o 1nsaid Todd Bolden, a graduating in- te~sh1p .or JOb ex~nence .relative to
surance major, ''He built the business thetr m~Jor. Jo~m~1sm majors have a
program up from nothing , adding dif- tough t1m~ ~nd1ngJ?bs at newspapers
ferent majors and new progiams and and .te~~~1s1on stabons .becau~e ~e
getting the school accredited. I'd be media •• 1s not a.people-1ntens1ve 1nin favor of naming the school after the dustry, according to Hall .
dean ."
Lawrence Kaggwa, the chainnan
Some studenls point to Asa T . of the School of Co~muni~ation's
Spaulding, president emeritus of the ~partment of Jouma11sm, disagrees
board of trustees as another candi- with Hall 's assessment . ''The [jour'
.
date . Spaulding reportedly was the
nation 's ftrSt Black actuary, is past
president of North Carolina Mu{ual
from page I
Life InsUrance Co. and a former
Check said that the supplemental was
chainnan of the University's board of' needed to help pay faculty and salary
trustees .
• - increases because the original 1985
•'Spaulding and his accomplish- appropriation did not provide sufficient
ments are an inspiration to students of funds to cover those costs.
this school," Bolden said. '' However, I think the name should reflect
who has done more for the school
directly ," he said.

•$1 ,.000, also seized on the raid was
_ .S2C¥JQ tn cash.
·
.
]he two students named are LoncolP. McKenzie, 27, of Brooklyn,
N. )'.and Donna Thornton, 20 of De-

'

I

I

.

~bout . a

yame

'

May 17 pn:liminary court date. .
According to Assistant United
States Attorney R~bert McDaniel,
the prel1m1nary hearing set for May t ·
was not held, but was rescheduled for
May 17!h. "There is only the viola1100 of one charge. possession with
intent t~ d1stnbu~e a c?ntrolled su?-

I,

By Freda Sattorwhite
HiUIOp SUfJ lltpOfllrf

After two semesters · in the new
School for BusinesS and Public Administration building, students artd
faculty arc speculating about the
sJection of a name for the facility .
Official proced~res to name a
building begin with .recommenda. tif ns being submitted by various
SQUTCCS, including the business commUnity, according to Roger Estep,
v~ce president for development .
These recommendations arc sent to
tlle University preside;nt and then to
t~e nominations and degrees subittcd of the.board of trustees where the
nal decision Is made . .
The School of Business and Public
Administr3.tion, which was founded
in August 1970, moved from a convCrted warehouse to a S13 million
building on main campus last Augu ~t .
The school with its 2011 undergraduate and graduate students is
second only in enrollment to the Col-

~

l~e of Liberal Arts . '

'

A petition has been circulated by
the faculty to name the school after its

dean, Millon Wilson, according to
associate dean Otis Thomas. ''This

Other items confiscated from the
room during the search included, ''a
makeup bag containing green weed
andseeds,plasticbags,abrownwallet containing a white envelope with
white powder, a jar of lactose, $45
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taC:ted by phone an<l confirmed the
May 17 court date, but refused to
comment further.
However, when Thorn tor
appeared in U.S. Court on May I,

wud's main campus.
"She was the first person I got to
know at Howud," says Dilworth.
"After we got to know each other for
a while, we began to like each other

Lane, the University will not take any
action until all legal decisions ~a~ve
.been made . ''The University doef. not
h:'ve tht; evidence. N~ summary q~is1on [will be made] 10 the matter."
She [Thornton] docs not present any
clear and present dariger to the Uni-

attorney Hurley said, this is when he
Jeamedthathisserviceswerenolonger desired by Thornton. According to
Hurley, Thornton has acquired the ·
services pf another attorney to
represent her. The name of the attorney could not be confirmed.

more and more.' '
On Thanksgiving 1979 •. three
months after they ~ ~· Oil~~
asked Brewer 1:0 ~ h~.by g1v1ng
heraThanksg1vtngcard. After we
graduate. I would like for YOU to be
my wife," the card said.
Brewer remembers that she cried.

"It (the proposal) was very touching." They both were only 18.
Dilworth also noted in the card that

nalism] student with a high g.p.a. and
no prior experience will have trouble
finding a newspaper reporting or
copy editing job, said Kaggwa . But
the student ''Who took his training
seriously," and spent time working
on his college newspaper and has at
least one professional newspaper internship is 100 percent assured of
landing a newspaper job, accoridng
to Kaggwa .
Unlike other industries newspaper
editors recruit through journalism
professors and department chairman

like Kaggwa. Kaggwa said that of
about 40 people receiving journalism
degrees from H~ward this year

approximalely 30 will go into regular
newspaper jobs, or internships at

large· papers that very often hLre on a
full-time basis after success@ completion of an internship.

Overall , recent Howard graduates

.

•

I

All gifts are tax deductible! Please make checks payable to Howard University.

rum to St. Louis at Christmas and that
GRADUATES
he would pay half her fare, Brewer
1·1om page 1
would recommend it to others.

The Hilltop also spoke to graduates
from the Caribbean. Boysie E. Lewis
from Trinidad And Tobago is an
Electrical Engineering major. Le.wis
says that he is considering doing an-

recalls smiling, explaining that their
friendship grew into love.
"Jackie has all the good qualities
that I like in a person.'' says Dilworth. "She's intelligent, witty, and
we have equal goals. "
Both become the first physician.

other undergradute degree in engi- and dentist, respectively, in their f
neering . He definitely would like to families.
return to his island in the sun someThey plan to many on June 15 in
day, bul cannot say when.
her native Richmond, Va. Brewer is
Serge Elie, a sociology major from making her own wedding dress--

Haiti is enjoying his final moments at "JOO-percent silk, imported from
Howard. Elie will be attending gradu- China,• • she beams.
ate school in upstate New York. He
After a hpneymoon cruise to,.the
says that "Howard provided him with Bahamas, the~tend to move to his
the opportunity to do all that he hometown of St. Louis, where Brew- ,
wanted to do." The only reason that er plans to intern in internal medicine
he would ever remain in this country at Barnes. Hospital. She wants to
is '' If he can make a significant con- specialize in dermatology.
tribution lo the Third World's deDilworth hopes to work at a public
velc pmCnt'' from this location.
clinic and become an associate in a

Generally, foreign students have private dental practice. His goal is to
will do as well in their job search as
. expressed the desire to begin graduate open his own office someday.
students on other campuses, Hall
"Jackie and Duane are ·very unspeculated.
· · school in the near future . Above all,
they see the need to return home to assuming and ha'.Ve a genuine concern
make a contribution to their country's for the welfare of others," says Dr.

H.U. PROS
From

page 13

was lined up against Dexte'r Manley
and the Washington Redskins. In that
game, Sowell beat the 250-pound
Manley several tiines and recorded

development once they have Georgiana Aboko-Cole, director of
achieved their educational objec- the Howard Center for Pretives .
professional Education.

Last season, Davis was called up
by the National League Champion

San Diego Padres. In his five games
six solo open-field tackles. It was that as a major leaguer, Davis batted .33J

game that decided Sowell's fate and

NFL career.
•
It also left quite an impression on
game I've ever seen a player have on

with two doubles and three runs

scored . However, Davis' baseball
career started in 1980 w'hen he was

drafted in the sixth round by the
Padres out of Howard . .
In his five years on the minor
league level, Davis comp~led an aver-

special teams."
I
It is also performances like thal

age of .309. In his second year in the

which make Sowell a very si!>cciaJ

minor liagues', Davis finished second

alhlete.

stolen bases with 35 . More importantly, he batted .302, batten in64

runs and defensively collected 17
assists from the outfield during the

season.

.

Although Davis has not played
often this season, he is definately a
player to waich out for in the near
'
future, as he has pmven
by batting
.375 through eight games played.
Resides, onyooe who can survi>e Walla
Walla is a survivor.
Perhaps Spriggs summed it up best
for the way all of these athletes made
it the professional ranks.
''It comes down to what's in here,

in the balloting for the league's Playor
of the Year award. Davis hit . 306 in
13 8 games, while leading the league in your heart.
runs scored(ll4), home"!ns(34),
And it is the bean and determinaJerry Davis spent his pledge period base on balls (161)and hit by pitches
in such bustling cities as Walla Walla, (14). Davisalsodrovein 103runsand tion that put these athletes in the pros
Wash. and Amarillo, TX, but he also com piled an on-based percentage of and it is the bean that will more than
likely them there.
survived the odds. In fact if you take a .490.
look back at the Padres' opening day
In 1984, Davis spent the season Fo~r Hi/hop Editor in Chief Darlineup you will see Davis' name listed with Las Vegas Stars of the Pacific ryl udbetter contributed to this artias the starting right-fielder.
Coast League and led the squad in cle.

Congratulations to all HU Graduates. Dont forget to shop at SUNl'S
RECORDS where LP'S are $5.99

TO
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS r
AND
STAFF
•.

I
I
II
I
I

•

and while your filling your heads with knowledge and music - add a
little inner scents fragance - 2 paks for $1.00

I

SCHOOL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... degree( s) ........ year( s) . . . . . . . .

he wanted Btewer to go home with

from page I

----------------------;---..:..------- ~ ------------------1

i

has acquired the services of Robert
Werdig, attorney of 1926 N Street
N.W. Thornton had acquired the

filed, but Thornton is found to have
violated the University code of conduct, action mighl also be taken.
However, according to Dean of
Special Student Services Austin

I ple~e to the New Direction Fund as follows:
Jt.1ne SO, 1986, 8 ,
June 30, 1988, 8
June 30, 1987, 8
June 30, 1989, 8
NA.ME ................................................ , ..............

It has been learned that Mckemzie

also said that even if charges arc not

I am. leased to support the Howard University Class
of 1Q85 u"
edge Program. My gift of 8
. is enclosed.

q

versitycommunity." Lane added that
Thornton "has a good academic=·
ord."

servicesofJohnJ.Hurley,attomeyof
301 E Street N.W. Werdig was con- shuttle bus together to and from Ho-

Sowell's performance "!he best

I
DEPARTl\1ENT OF AL
AFFMRS
HOWARI>
UNIVERSI1Y S'fUDENT
ASSOCJATION •

••

1

Miami coach Don Shula called

CLASS OF'85
GI Ff/PLEDGE
PROG

.I

cash in a black wallet and a white
envelope containing white powder,"
according to the warrant.
Earlier, a University official said
that the incident would be investigatged, and that if Thornton is
charged and convicted, the University m~ght take action . The official

wud's six-year BS/MD and BS/DDS
pro8mm, .which began in 1972, to
gradUOle at the top of a clus, acconling to Dr. Oarence M. Lee, uaociate
dean of the College of Liberal Ans.
She and Duane Dilworth met 'in
their freshman year. They took classes togethef, had the same majorzoology-lived in the same off.
campus residence hall and nxlc the

II
I

·-----------------~----------------------------------~

! ~--------------------------------------------------·
My matltng addreas aft.er graduation will be: ·

I

I

I
I

I
I
II
I

,'

I
1
I

.

Name ..... . . . ..... . ....... . . .... . . ...................•. . •.... . ...... . . . ..•. .• .. , . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . .
.Addre88 .... .. . . .•. . •. . •.. . .. . . . . .•.•. .•• . . ... : ...... . ...... ..•... .. . . . . ~ . .. .... .. . .. ....... .. .

Ctty .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .... ..... .. .. State .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . Ztp Code . .. .. . .. .. .. . .

DETACH FORM AND MAIL TO: Department of Al11mnl Affairs
Howmti University
2900 Van Ne88 Street, N.W.
.
.
Washington, D.C. 20008

I
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7th & Florida Ave. N.W. area cod'e (212) 234-6914
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Joey Seisay .
J

•
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"°"Me:l-lC.Me:rJT C.Ei~E,U.oN 1e:s 1-Rr;.
OllER ! CCIN&RATUU.T10N'i> DllR!.INfr !
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•

MAN, Yo You SAID.
SOME'TH IN c;. To G-1 VI!" ME'?

You

,-------1'.

!

CAN - HAVE' EM

•

HE'/, Gt'T TMBE. '5/fAQ'.(£s Off fl,V ftEr!

.M9-6/fJ

I PIDN'T ~INK We: 'D po
IT . G-OOD Bve: flOUJllR D LI.'!

•

1~ ye"''mhN"

JOHN! ~OLD
UP . •• !

•

{i/Juu.on& are ,,,,, sale

Auditoriuni for
• only $2.00.

•

'"
•

J

•
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HILLTOPICS

•

WANTED:
DESIGN AND MARKETING
ASSOCIATES
lnno~tiVe, enthusiasti~ ~pie

needeid to market- design pro-

ducts . Flexible hours . High
'

growth potential . Will .train . Call

(202) 544- 7390 eve. or write to
129 B Tennessee Ave. N.E.
Washington D.C. 20002.

BOAT RIDE , Barbeque, and
Boogie on the Potomac, this Saturday , May 11 , at 9 PM . Free
chicken and ribs . First class boat
the '' First Lady' ' leaves from 6th
and Water sts., S. W. Donation of
$35. For more infonnation ~bout
this graduation night ''Sizzler·•
sponsored by the CLASS OF 75
call; Douglass Farnum 4625395, Earl Simmons 431-3539,

or Donald Temple 225-1216.

HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWERS. part-ti1ne. needed for a
study on the health of Black adults in Alexandria, VA. Flc;x .
Hours, exper. pref. Ca,1! (f!f.,,,
Roderick Watts at the Inst. for
Urbay Affairs & Research , 686- ·
6771 jfor infonnation.

•

could become good friends. I will

Eleanor A.
I miss your laughter . , I know
thal you ' re involved in a struggle.
but some1in1es when the load is
light, think of me and remember
we're friends forever.
Loryetta

•

be sorry to see you leave. but I am
sure that you will be back to visit .

Hope to see you soon. Congratulations _on your graduation .
•
Love.
Lynette

Marlene,
I admire yoUfor what _\"Ol~ are anti

To nly BIG Sister, Terri Pettis
Congratulations on successfully ' ' TACKLING'' Howard U.
Transferring can be difficult. but
you survived. I hope to walk with
you in '86 !!? !
Love ya.
D: P.

what you stand for-a beautifi'I
person. We have alo110 strive/or
but we can make it. The fu11,re is
ours and the reM.'ards will not be
long in coming. Stay sweel and
have a live summer.·
love,
Tasha
P .S. This ackno•vledgen1e,1t 11tt!i
been long overdue .

HUFF.

"l'o 111y "'l' ight -End '' M:1urice
Ha)'ncs .
ClJ11gratulations on your selel··
til)n of captain, and MVP honor. I
have watC"hcd you grow over the
past three years and now you
ha\'C blos~ or11cd I an1 so proud of
) 'Oll "" f\1 o"" ! !~! ·
l~ove you ,

•

From, the Wooclner to Slows
. . . Its been a journey . Ju sl
wanted to remind you not to bring
no nappy red-headed babies 10
spend the summer at Auntie 's. I
look forward to becoming rich
with you soon .

your; (SMILE)

BEAN-HEAD
Dana S .. Deidre P., Clarissa 'A , , I
Will Give You Candy If You'll
Be Quier.
signed T .E .H .

Happy 21st Birthday Karen N.
·rho111asJ ! !! !
. ,_
Woloon1e to Womanhood : l 'he
Rea! Deal! I arn so glad to have a
TRUE fric11d like you . Looki ng
forward to Ma}· '86 with you.
Love ya,

•

"HUSSY"

RASHEEDA ,
I will you my ability to study 8
hours straight. (Just remember 7
hours of that time I spent praying). Go in peace and live not in
the flesh !!!!

kgw
•

To Nona,
You are a light!!!! Don't ever
'
grow dim . By the way
I want
I 0% of your eamiilgs after you
sell some of your songs. · .
K

LENESE

,/·

No mo' khaki p ts, no mo'pain, and no mo' esscs, Thank
ya Lordy!
Girlfriend

.'

Harold,
I
I never thought that you and I

I will your fan lub my louisville slugger, · .. by the way tell
your bird I know what he's talk.in'
about now . . . Remember that
your the one. so 4on't eVer trip!
''Beautiful''

"A GRAUDATION AFFAIR"
R . A .S. H .A. presents ''A
Graduation Affair'' , Saturday,
May I I th 1985 at the A&T

>olumni House, 1810 S Sttcet,
N. W . from 9:00 until! Admission only 3.<X.l.! Come celebrate'
this comerstonC with one memorable good tifJ)C!

Pam ,
Words cannot express how
proud I am of you. People say
that the oldest child sets an ex-

ample for the rest, If this is true l

could not have been as iucky as to~
find a sister like you. 'There is 'nOI,
friend li1c.e a sister. Con. gratulations on your graduation .
Love(

Lyneltl:

the ""'mb<rs of "The
Table'' for a God qiritedyear in
the Cafeteria. Continw praying
for my IMCCtlS """I will be doing
the same for <adl of yo•.

•

~

Lenise H. I learned a lot frqm
you . Remember if you are going
to make a mistake. n1ake a big
one . Hey, watch it rise.
""Trifling''

'

To Professor Mobolurin (The
arrogant QBA Teacher) we leave

'
Hey MoM. Mt1n t1, A.11111 ,\1111dra . Aunt
Esther, Carol. THE Jl IJGE. Tl1e
Ketch's, and Darlt1 D .

•

The Graduating Class of '85.

Let's get CRAIY

A Personal Congratulations to:
Jan Buckner, Desimai Hicks'
Odetta Rogers and Lonnie
Moore. May each of your dreams
become realities.
Love Cleopatra

To my ll friends of '84.'85
Teresa. Yvonne , Lisa and the
roommate of the year, Cherise
The )•ear has flown by and we
onl)' have memories to look back
1,pon . We shared and struggled
throug/1 this year but we can
jina(ly say "l MADE IT . .. The
)"ear wouldn 't ha\•e been c·omplete 1vitho1't the four of )'OU .
l\.'l1at \V01,/d I have done witho11t
Teresc1 aggrava1i,1g ,,,e, Y1>
on ne,·.~ laziness , Lisa' s jokes a11d
Cherise ' s smile. You all have d'e finitel)' made my _\'ear at Howard
a significant part ofm.v life. Now
I have ne:ct yet1r to lo0kfon1·ard
to •1•hen 1ve' /l be in the Hill 111hich
11,ill be e.'Ctra fii,·e . I ' ll be seei11g'
_\ 'OU at 11vme in t11e Big Apple
11·here ll 'f' cool 0111 as al•1·avs . I
love _\'0'' all but / ' \ 'e got to go.
All 111_\I lo\ 1e arid ki.'iSt'.'i ,
Your friend and homegirl:

let' s gel J /\ f
Steven

Stay sweet & wonderf"ul . I enjoyed working with you this year.
Love,
JB

To those of· you v. h' truly
earned the title of lr11.: d I say
thank you ever so n1uch for believing in n1e . I e11ci1t11 tcred an ·
array of unmitigated
" which
jolted me to the rra \1 ion that
there are people 'vl10 I1 ~· merely
to tear down an ll l l l ro y the
reputation of other!>. . i i, unately,
I did not fall vi...:1irn \ti .l1ese actions because of nly 1.1· 1 1n people and in Go<l . "f1• ' \ fellow
graduates I wish )'OU tl · litrength
tO never qui I for OUT p~ 'I~ are in
.'
desperate need of str<11 . leaders.
~inally . H U I IL1v ! 1
T RE\ I ' { i : B-83

Crazy A1nber Bakl!r •
Keep in touch Dingbat . I missed .you lhis year. Best wishes .
· Luv ya!
JB
•
To my girls: Easy E. Jazzy J.
Lovebug., the Munchkin. the
Road Warrior, and Babyfa.ce
Fi°:ster:... ~: 110~.e . Y.OU .~\!'' ~d at!
of you were there when needed
you most. I am one very lucky
lady to have friends like you .
Don't chill too hard over the summer. because you don't know
how .
Love Always, Hip Hop Be Bop

TASHA
A personal congradulations 10:
Eleanor Allen. Crystal Chi ssell and Oakee Wellman your
complelion: of a year of professional school . Best of luck 10
each of you in the coming years .
Love Cleopatra

,

Harold,

Cleopatra,
I think he 'sright . Some people
run far. Thanks for being the perfect friend . You're my girl .
Jan

.

•

More Hil/1,,pics

(Mlk)

01i

J age 8

THE EARLY
BIRD... £v

•

._,:=, =

Do you want to promote your business

(

\

PREPARE FO R .

at a
To all of my graduati11g brothers of Delta Sigma Pi- We let11·e
you our love, e.fpeciall_V mi,1e. J
greatly admire _)'our !itre11gth , dt'te rminari on. and dilige,1c·e .
Forever perpetuate our Iota Rho
Tradition. Love alwa)'S, Uniq11e

I .VNYFACE

a NEW ATTITUDE

Have you advertised in the Hilltop all year ·

TURN!

•

MCAT •LSAT •GMAT
SAT· DAT· GRE ·CPA

I

fraction of the cost that you paid in the

HILLTOP

-

Join our "Early Bird" and
Summer Classes In Preparation
for Your Fall 1985 Exams

•

•

• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekeeids .

•

• Low hourly cost . Dedicated full-time staff.

To my distant love , You hung in
there and its going to pay off.
Trust me.
Luv T .E .H .

• Complete TEST-n-TAPE'm facilities for review ol
class lessons and supplementary materials.

•

• Classes taught by skilled instructors
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materi81s constantly

'

!

updated by re.searchers expert In their field.

•
To William and Lillie Harris

• Opportunity to transfer to and continue study ai
any of our over 120 centers.
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

To my wonderful parents. iv;J.
liwn and Lillie Harris , J /Ove ) 'Oii .
Thanil for all the s~pport .

.

To my cousins Joyce, Elaine and
Yvonne. You've been great .
Thanks for the weekend get-aways.
lo1·e .
Sis

•

AITENTION
COLEGE STUDENTS

ney: l ltave bthind rh<fondest of
memories and a friendship I ' 11
cherishforevu. Lovt Ya', Elisa .

-H.
244-1
456
N

I '

I

WE NEED YOUR PEOPLE SKILLS!

------·---

"~----- --~--· -------~----

ing there through the hard times .

To Karen, LaConyea, and Whit-

GREPSYCH · GRE BIO ·MAT· PCAT
OCAT ·VAT ·TOEFL · MSKP· NMB
FMGEMS ·FLEX·NOB·NLE

'

Jan,
I feel like a fun stage of my life
is ending . I know we ' ll always be
close friends even when the miles
separate us . Thanks again for beIf ever in life you need anything
please call (but not collect!) .
Loryetta

I

Don't climb the ladder of success, Ride the Esca/ator ~

)O)'C'f'

to

''TM Texas Oilman''

,,

1

Replica I l 52

M.B.

Thanl:s

To the back-stabbing tt orner1 cit
Howard. (who smile i11 rn_\' ftl<'e ,
while they try to take m_,. plal·e ). I
leave my black , stt'eet . bea1,tif11I
men A-nthony and George. l •vish
all of you unfortu11a1e husbantl
hunters · luck in trying to steal
them from me ~l·hile I 'm att'a\',
but remember . . I SHALL RE-

To My Baby Precious .
I le'ave everythi11g 1l1a1 I l1c1ve to you.
I may go far or J n1a}' ,\' t11 v net1r, .but
-..•herever I go, Yo11 "/J f1l1·.1,·s have all
my love.

To the School of Business we
leave New Pay PHONES.I The
graduating class of '85.

•

Line up your job fot' fall tenn . The Washington Times needs your positive
mental attitude, self-confidence, pleasant persoOality and aggressive sales
skills to market, sell and/or deliver our major metro newspaper. We offer
upward mobility and career opportunities . Great training for future professional growth! Early morning hours available beginning late August and
continuing throughout the school year. Base salary with excellent commission anCI incentive contests. Call for interview! Contact Mr. Chambers at

'

SELLERS CHRYSlr:Rfi.vMOUTH
•

ntOAnnapotiolA-.!IAM, MD. 20708 •

NO MONEY DOWN
With equity purchasing plan ,

636-3366 between the hour.; of 9 am and 2 pm, Monday tiuu Thuuday.
EOE.
•
•

'

•

'

.

fWw Ywter • ta11•r • leR1tvn · Tvr1s•~ • 11~1 111111 • H11ritn11 • r.1r1•rl Ii · ~ ~ ..,

DOUG JOlll901t
. S.1 a L.esshg Cof11 l

.•-+ • I111p.-ts

.

•
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•

. .. Phone 458-1300

-

'

•
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Miami
Chicago .

•

•

1

.

New York
•

••

'Los Angeles

San Francisco

'

Detroit
.
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Spriggs didn ' t have an automatic
spot on the Rockets . In fact he was the
last man waived by the team that year.

By Darryl Richards
SpolU

f.,d;,.,.

·

.

: This Sunday , the hopes and dreams
:·for future success of seven NBA

A few weeks later Spriggs was play-

&earns will hinge on a lo1tery that will

ing for the Rochester Zeniths of the
Continental Basketball Association
where he w·as named the league 's
Rook ie of the Year and was se lected
to the leagues All-Star Tean1 with a
25 .3 average.
.--,

(decide
which team will have the first
•

:'. selection in next month 's draft . With
{Georgetown's Patri c k Ewing extpected to go first in· the draft. the
~sweepstakes has been appropriately

I

'

an average of 20 minutes playing

time, eight points and a lot of found himself again designated to re-

the Lakers at least, the Lakers won 11 ward Kurt Rambis. Nevertheless, the
Srriggs story is D9l over. The Lakm:
of those 15 games.
arc currently p1ay1ng 1n the Westeni
,.,-·-....

Conference final against the Denvpr
Nuggets. If the Lakers win that series

they will play the winners of the Eastern Conference, either the· Philadel-

.?

phia 76ers or the winners of the Bos-

throughout lhe country.

in the NB.A; I ju~~~id~'t
want to give up. Spnggs

ta lack of media attention among
:knowledgeable sports fans . When he
'!is drafted next 111onth. tx)th wri1er and

eEwing is and what l1e is
ldoing for a franchise .
:

c.~apable

But then there are ath letes who

;·know that tl1ey"re <>not first -round
•
'picks
by any strech Of 1he in1aginaApparently. God really does answ.~tion . They are selected without fan er prayers . In March of' 1982. the
:fare.~and are noticed by the relatively
Rocket s resigned Spriggs to a con.':few people who read the newspaper
~agate the morning after draft day. tract. In his brief stint as pro. Spriggs
e:Their names are announced ~ours af- saw action in four regular season
~ter the major C(lllege stars who re- ·l games and two playoff game. ·
:-ceived 111edia acknowledge1nelit and
But af1er the playoffs and after an:.they are greeted with the chlJrus of
other pre-season of try ing out Spriggs
, .. Whc1's that !''
~ 'fhey are at l1 letes like Larr)' was again cut by the Rockets. Again,
Spriggs found hi111self playing in the
"s
.
• pnggs.
~ Spriggs, now a reserve forward for CBA . thi s tirne with the Las Vegas
Silvers . The six-foot-seven forward
~the Los Angeles Lakers and a fonner
~s·t¥ndou t at Howard. got little. n1edia averaged 43. 4 points in his second
CBA season and wa1; n:1n1ed to the
~attenti on when he was selected by the
All-Star team for a second time. this
~Houston Rockets in 1981 . You see,
athe Slst pick doesn' t get nearly as helped him earn a nine-game trial
with the Chicago Bulls. However, af~much attention as the (irst or the 27 th
::selecti on. Instead 81st pick has to ter playing in nine-games and com~prove hi s worth on the court and make pleting hi s contract with the Bulls,
f hi s own newspaper clippings or hi gh- Spriggs was given a sn1ile a handshake, and hi s free-agent papers.
· ~ light film with hard work .
~ Spriggs is also a bona fide n1en1ber
However. Spriggs' story was not
of c1ne of Howard 's smallest fraterni ties. You won 't find them stepping on over.
Prior to the 1983-84 season. the
~- the yard . Nordc>es this frat~rnity have
··a Greek letter attached l11 ii like On1- Lakers signed him as a free agent .
ega, Delta. or Sig111a. but thal doesn't There were few spots ope11 on the
1nea11 tl1at its pledge period y..·as easy. talent -laden tean1 led by superstars
This fratern il)' is 111;1dc up of four Magic JohnSon and Karee111 Abdul for111er ~toward athlelcs \l+'hO are Jabbar. but The 1980 Mid -Eastern
curren tl y p-laying professional sports . Athletic Cont·eren,·e pla)'er of the
· ~ea r ··gave. it hi s al\'' and earned a
Meet Brother Spriggs: .Brt1ther Steve
Wilson. a cornerbac.·k for the Den\·er spot With the Laker tea111 that ex Bron<.·os: Brother Robert s()Well. a tended the Celtics to seve n games in
the championship series. Earlier this
d'efe nsive back and spe<..· i~l tea111s
player 1·o r ihe Mia111i Dolphins; and season.· Laker coach Pat Riley ex tended Spriggs· playing time .
Brother Jerry Davi~. an outfielder for
After the Lakers had won just three
the Sa11 Diego Padres .
All <lf 1hesc athletes 111 <1de it . Not ~f their'.first eight games. Riley told
on pre".., s clippings or fanl <tstic high- hi s ,tean1 that so111e changes would be
lights . but with heart and de1ennina- made . Fortunately for Spriggs. the
tion . 'fhe y are winner s and. not change wasn ·1 one that would put him
ir(Jn ically. they are all playing for out of the league:, but one that would
winning ballclubs: The Lakers are keep him in the lineup .' Riley made
battling for a world cha111pionship . Spriggs a starter over vetera·ns like
the Broncos are expected to challenge James Worthy. Jan1aal Wilke s, and
for a playoff spot.1the Dolphins may Kurt Ran1bi s.
Shor tl y afterwards th e Lakers
vef)' well return -to the Supe r Bow l.
and the Padres are the defend ing started winning ballgames . During a
15-game strech. Spriggs contributed
Natio11al League c.·han1p1ons.
•

~

respectively.

'

TRACK ' AND FIELD- The

Maryland Eastern ·shore ( 10-0, 9-7)
lasf·ruesday in Salisbury. Md .

w~en' s

1600-meter relay team of
Coflnie Hitchcock, Tisa Robinson ,

Howard , winne.r of seven of its last
JO-sames, started _the surge with
victories over American (7-2) and

Dorothy Wilson and Janice Kelly
qualified for the NCAA ·s when they
turned in a 3:38 .8 clocking in the

UMES at home ( 15-8. 12-6), before

•

•••

trials . The quartet finished sixth oversplitting·doubleheaders with George · all in the championship.
•
Mason (3- 1. 3-4) and)ames Madison
The men 's 16CXl-meter relay team
(9-8, 4- 10) last .week.
of A_nton Skerritt, Neil Madison ,
··we have just beiun io jell ,'' said Donald Battle and Richard Louis
' senior first baseman Paul Sumners. turned in a time of 3:06 in the trials,
~ ···The last few games we have been just missing the NCAA qualifying

J

:'. the clutch and our pitching has h~ld
;our opponents down.••
· The Bison closed out their sea' ~on with games at Old Dominion and
Virginia Tech on Ma:y I and May 4,

qualify in eithe_r the Cavalier Classic

(May 12) or the Lincoln (Pa.) Invitational (Ma)' 11).

•••

'

he had four interceptions for 82 yards. was eligible to play in the NFL .

receiver for the Bis6n from 1975~ 79 is

the so~ of "Touchdown" Tommy

by his current employers the Denver ground and I'd be playing football by

ha..s always been
one of the outstanding traits pf Steve

Wilson. The former captain and star
Wilson, a halfback

i.n the NFL from

Broncos.

MVP Commu · .:.:·,. ... ~

- Maurice

F.ootb~ll .

2. ·Howard University. 19~4-85,
MVP Physical Education-Fred Hill,
So., Basketball .
3. Howard University, 1984-85,

MVP Radiological TechnologyR.obin Duncan , Sc., Basketball.

1

4. Howard University, 1984-85 ,
MVP Marketing-Richard Louis,
Sr., Track.

5. Howard University, 1984-85,
MVP Electrical Engineering-

myself eight , hours a day.· · said

1956 through 1963.

\

'

J

\

...

. I

Sowell . " I'd backpedal in n1y Ix•>!' .

Wilson , a lightly· recruited high
school player from Durham, N.C .,
earned a startiqg position in his freshman year and finished as the Bison·s
all-time leading receiver. (Wilson's
record was broken in 1982 by Tracy

After finishing his sixth season in the
league, Wilsonstandsagoodchanceof .
Qeing the Broncos starting comerback
in September. Looking back at his career, you can say, ""Not bad for a player ·
who was signed for a mere $500.

Singleton) .
J-fowever , just because his father .·

semi-pro team in Sacramento. Calif ..

They al! laughed at Robert Sowell Sowell wrote letters to every NFL

played professional football it didn't

mean that Wilson had an autom:atic when he said he wanted to play in the
position on team . In fact, Wilson NA.. At 5-10, 180 pounds and with
wasn't even drafted . However it onlyayt:ar'swonhofcollegeexperi· th at w 1·1son was not ence, you probably would have,
wasn •ta rea11ty
prepared for.
... laughed at thim too . But he beat the
During his senior season, Wilson '- cxlds .
was told by many pro scouts that the
Guess who 's having the last laugh
probably would not be drafted . But
1
the day after the draft, the Dallas no~. January, Sowell played in' the
Cowboys offered Wilson a contract Super Bowl for the Miami Dolphins,
• J

,\

run wind sprints, do agility ~rill ~. <t O(I
then go home . At honie _I would Jilt
weights, hav·e lunch . C\)111e back <i.,<I
to it all over again .· ·
But Sowell's boot citn1p paid otf
After being turned dlJW11 by the Can;J

dian Football League !he USFL. and a
team in the summer of 1983 . The only
team to offer to play his for a tryout
was the Miami Dolphins.
at Miami called .him
•• His teammate
••
.
Kroeter after the tough rookie 1n
theTVbeer commericalandearns the
·respect of his teamn1ates with hi s
heartanddesiretosucceed . On one of
his early experiences as a Dolphin.
Sowell was beaten deep by Du..rie!

for $500 just hours before the Seattle

the 1985 AFC Champions. Sowell Hanis, something that would rarely

Seahawks .
"'The Cowboys we re very truthful
with me, .. Wilson said . ''They told

was Miami's Special Teams Player of happen afterward.
/ ·
The Year. with 20 tackles . Last seaIn one pre-seaSlln gan1e. 'so"'.cl l
son Sowell retained his position as the
See H . U. Pros page 10

Larry Sprigp

-

Service

•

·· 11 was amazing ... said Spriggs.
·· Ju st playing alongs ide Kareem

Abdul -Jabbar and Magic Johnson.

Let Mayo Travel make the arrangements
.
Located in the lobby Howard Inn - 387-4411
Contact: Pat, Valerie, Lee

was such a ·wow "! 1 still get excited
over it. especially when·I come home

and the fellas from the neighborhood
go c raz~ seeing, me with them,· · said
Spriggs in a De'Ge mber interview in
The Wt1.\·l1ir1gron Post. ''It felt good
last year. just being' on the Lakers '
bench . II feels great now. being a
starter. ·.:
Through 67 regular season games
played , Sprigss has averaged 6.6
paint per game. However he has be.en
a force on. the bOards pulling down
205 rebounds, including 72 offensive

rebounds. Spriggs also dished off 115
assists during the season.

All major credit cards accepted

Aug 10 - Aug 17, 1985
•
0

Sailing from New York To _Bermuda
for 8 fabulous .days

Rates:

'

Sports Infonnation Director Alois
"' Ricky' ' Clemons has been
appointed United States Olympic

Ship departs New York on
Saturday at 4:00 p.m. arrives
Bermuda Monday a.m .. ..
you dock in Bermuda until
Thur~day at 2:00 p.m.
arriving back at New York
•
on Saturday at 8 p.m.

•

Committee press officer for the 1985
National Sports Festival on July 24
thru Aug. 4 in Baton R~ge, La. Clemons will report on July 18.

..

The1 National $ports Festival in-

cludes 34 sports and more than 3,500
of the top American athletes in the.

1,.

From
From
From
(Plus

the West Coast ..... $135000
the Midwest ..... .... $116800
the East Coast ...... $107000
$3300 per person port tax)

•
•

Live A Dream
Aboard -The
l"LANTIC

•

sports program of the Olympic and
Pan American Games.
The 29-year old native of Durham,

•

-

u
''Big
Apple''
..
Option
August 17 - 19 _,

venue press planner and venue 1press
chief for athlete (track and field) .and
boxing during the XXI!lrd Olymplad

,

•

in Los Angeles.

MVP Civil Engineering-Mark Jeremie, So. , Soccer.
9. Howard University, 1984-85,
MVP Electrical Enginceiing-Kevin

Stay 2 days in New York at
the Omni Park Hotel .:..
shop, visit the 'Ei;npire State
Building, Statue of {..iberty,
'
United Nations,
Rockefellow
,
Center or see a Broadway
play.

Holmes, Jr., Swimming.

Dorothy Wilson, Sr., .Track.
6. Howard University, 1984-85,

10. Howard Univenity, 1984-85,
MVP Communication Sciences- MVP Social Wrk-Norina Allen,
Sr., Volleyball.
Darryl Pope, Jr., Tennis
7. Howar.d Univenity, 1984-85,
11 . .Howard Univeresity, 1984MVP Consumer Studies-Tpny
,85, MVP. Pliylical Thcrapy-JllDCI
mack, Fr., Wrestling,
8. Howard University, 1984-85, Warner, Sr., Baseball.

•

'

r

MVP AWARDS
. 1984-85
I. lloward University,- 1984-85,
Haynes, Jr.,

cornerback in 1980 and had his best college ball , Sowell had to wait for
season for the Cowboys in 1980 when his class to graduate in 1983 before he

Aggressiven~ss

Howard's valuable .ones
,

Because he had played a year of

and returned 7 kickoffs for 139 yards Sowell spent those years going
and a 19 .9 average .
through a personal boot camp that
In ;J982, Wilson was released was would. help him a professional conby the cowboys, ..but he wasn't un~ tract.
employed long . A week after he was
" I'd be o~t there 7:00 a.m. in the
released, he was signed as a free agent winter with six inches of snow on the

·N.C ., volunteered at the 1983
National Sports Festival in Colorado
Springs,. Co. lie l!lso w~· u. full'
time employee for the I...Os Angeles
time (3:05).
They will have opponunities to Olympic Organizing Committee iis a

l• playing solid baseball. We have hit in

t in 1979, Sowell , a second-

,

and 1981. Wilson was converted lo a

e•ltl*

• • • ••• • • • •
BASEBALL---tfoward i111proved its
season 1nark to 23 wins against 22
defeats by sweepi ng a doubleheader
over conference foe .University of

all I everwanted."

tea All MEAC defensive back , had
•
his promising collegiate career come
to an end when his father suffered a
stroke and Sowell had to return to
Columbus, Sowell made a living bn loading 300-pound bales and rustproofing the undersides of cars. De-

who used to be called · ' horse '· during
his Howard days. against any one of
these tremendously physical teams.

a 1neans bf getting fro1n
one pl ace to another. I kept
saying, "God. get me out
of here .' •·

'o f

ed .

And that's all Wilson ever needed ..
Although Wilson was waived two
weeks before the season, Butch Johnson was placed on the injured list·with
a broken finger and Wilson was activated.
' ~ Wilson played three years for the

· need the aggressiveness of Spriggs,

said. "The CBA was just

fan alike wi ll k11ow who a nd where

for an equal opportunity, and that's te

ton CelticstDetroit Pistons series. Cowboys·, including playing in the spite that, Sowell's dream for a proEither way. the Lakers may very well . NFC Championship Games in 1980 fessional career never died . -

" I believed l1could play

Ewing will not have to worry about

Do\phins' top special teams player by
rec rding 19 solo tackles while often

Therewerenopromises,justachance be g double - and even tripled -

aggressiveness. More importantly, to serve role, replaced by power for-

!nickna1ned the "Ewing Lottery·· by
~s pot1swritCrs

me they thought I had enough talent to
come to camp and compete for a job.

However, in mid-season Spriggs
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Henry Boyd Hall ,

Jan A. Buckner
Managing Editor/

Editor-in-Chief

'

Summer Plans:

'

Chief Copy Editor

Tht Washington P st

•

John C. Brazington

Garry G. Denny

Campus Editor

Asst . Campus Editor

Leisure Arts Editor

Harold Hill
Production Director

Summer Plans :
The Washington Post

Summer Plans:

Summer Plans:

Summer Plans

The Providence Journal

WHMM -TV

Desiree F. Hicks

Nicole S. Crawford
Copy Edilor
Summer Pl fins:

Travel

Circulation Manager
Summer Plans :

Manufacturer's Bank

National Rail
Passenger Corp .
;

'

Summer Plans:

James McDooald Ill

The Philadelphia Inquirer
•

Law School , U. of Penn .

•

•

''

•

•

..

•

•

,
I.

J

Darryl Rlcbanls

'

Mlcbde Stewart
Elsewhere f.<iitor

. Spons Editor
Swnm<r Plans:
The Dallas Morning News

Summtr Pia :
Travel

--

"

I

-.-

}

'·

_,''

I

Garland Stillwell

Brian Branch·Price

Photography Editor

Chief Pholographer

Summer Plans:

Summer Plans:
I
St. Petersburg Times

/.,aw School,

Imelda Cramer
Typesetter
Summer Plans:

Steven TbameS
Ad Manager
Summer Plans:

Travel

Capitol Records

Business

Summtr Plans:
Travel

Boston College
•
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Not PlctUr<d: ·

NeitV. A.~

Janet Stevens

Lucretia Lewis
Be1nie Price
Keith Taylor

I

Administrative Assistant

Manag~r

SlllllllU!r Plans:
Salli< Mat

•

\

Jewel Manh

Jonathan Mathews

The Hilltop.
The nation's largest
Black student newspaper.
'
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De1on Snyder
K. LaRoy Wi
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